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CIIAPl'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I. STATmE.NT OF THE PROBLEM 
Research indicates that differences between groups are 
not so great as they are commonly assumed to be. There is 
little basia for the widespread illusion that the group of 
which one happens to be a member is superior, while all others 
are interior. The intellectual differences between the sexes, 
for example, are in general slight. Furthermore. all levels of 
mental ability are found in all economic, occupational, and 
social groups, although not in the same proportions. 
Almost without exception, the average difference between 
groups is less significant than the differences within any 
single group. An important example of this is the enormous 
overlapping among school grades. Although the average differ-
ence in intelligence and in achievement between successive 
school grades rarely exceeds one year, the range within any 
grade is likely to be at least four or five years. 
Ever,y elementary school teacher knows that there can be. 
and usually is, considerable variability in age, intelligence, 
and achievement among children at any given grade level. This 
tact is implied in Oook's observation that: 
In the twelfth year as well as the first the potential 
unskilled laborers, truck drivers, and janitors sit beside 
the embryo research physicists, journalists, and surgeons. 
In most sohools they look at the same textbooks, hear the 
same discussions, pursue the same educational goals, and 
are marked on the same standards. At school age the dull 
and the brilliant look much alike. especially to the 
elementar,r school teaoher who receives from thirty to fifty 
new pupils each year, and the teaoher in the high school 
who meetsl from one hundred and fifty to two hundred pupils each day. 
Tyler and Stellwagen have pointed out that 
Test seores have been used extensively to study the 
relationship between scores and criteria of academic 
success, such as grades, in the hope that we can develop 
equ.ations which will enabl~ us to predict the academic 
achievement of our pupils. 
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-On the results of test scores, whether they be achieve-
ment scores or I.Q. soores, pupils are otten ~ouped, tailed, or 
promoted. 
There are two general problem~:; with which this thesis is 
concerned. The first problem is that ot analyzing the relation-
ship between pupils' actual achi,evement in reading and ari th-
metic as compared with their expected achievement as determined 
by the mental age grade expectancy. The second problem is that 
of determining the relationship of the factors of grade place-
ment. mental age grade expectancy, and chronological age to 
1Walter W. Cook, nThe Funotions of Measurement in the 
Facilitation of Learning, tf !dy,9~i9naJ, l13MlQ'efent. E.L. 
Lindguist, editor (Washington.erlcanounoi on Education, 
1951), pp. 8-9. 
2Fred T. 171er and Walter R. StellWagena "The se. arch .or' 
Evidence About Individual Differenoes," ~i~ U.~iZ1~ I~tfi%C~9At Sixty-first Yearbook ot the at~niI ~oe~t7 for 
tne u or Education, Part I (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1962), p. 109. 
under-, par-, and over-achievement in reading and arithmetic. 
II. l-'URPOSE A..TifD LII'lITA'TIOIfd OF THE STUDY' 
This thesis will seek answers to the following specific 
questions. 
1. Are there significant differences between reading 
achievement, as measured by the Stanford Achievement Test, and 
predicted achievement, as determined by the mental age grade 
expectancy technique, at each of the grade levels ;B, 3At 4B, 
5B, GB, ?B, BB t and 8A? 
3 
2. Are there significant differences between arithmetic 
achievement, as measured by the Stanford Achievement Test, and 
predicted achievement, as determined by the mental age grade 
expectancy, at each of the grade levels 3A, 6A, BB t and BA? 
;. Are there significant differenees in (a) reading 
achievement. and (b) arithmetic achievement between pupils who 
have changed schools one or more times and those pupils who 
have never changed schools? 
4. What is the extent of over-achievement. par-achieve-
ment, and under-achievement in relation to predicted achievement 
as determined by the HAGE? 
5. How 1s chronological age associated with pupil 
achievement? This study is limited. to the pupils in the Frank 
J. Jirka Elementary School. grades 3 to 8. Conclusions will be 
limited to this school. 
The context of the central problem which concerns this 
study is the fact that the pupils in the Jirka school. and in 
most schools in Chicago Public School System. are grouped for 
instructional purposes according to how their standardized test 
scores in reading and arithmetic compare with their MAGEs as 
4 
the predictor of level of achievement. As far as the writer 
could determine, no systematic research on this problem has ever 
been done in this school system on the effectiveness of this 
procedure. It se9ms appropriate, therefore, that this should be 
done since decisions regarding the academic program at pupils 
are influenced by this measure of predicted or expected achieve-
ment. 
IV. DEFINITION OF KEY TEBMS 
The key terms used in this study are defined as follows. 
~oRil!tl is used to refer to change from one school to 
another in the city of Chicago. 
Movers are those pupils who have changed schools one or 
more times. 
~-mgve.§ are those pupils who have not changed schools. 
MWital .w. (MA) is defined as the level at which a child 
passes an intelligence test at \-'hich a majority passed who were 
at a given ehronologi.cal age. 
5 
M~nt!l age srade expectancy (MAGE) is used to define the 
grade a child is expected to achieve based on his mental age. 
Given the mental age, the childts grade expectancy is read from 
the standard age-grade norm chart of the Chicago Public Schools 
shown in TABLE I. 
Grage RJracemeat is the grade in which a pupil is pres-
ently located. 
Qv§r-Ich!evers are those pupils who earn a score on a 
standardized achievement test which exceeds their MAGE. For 
example. & pupil with a MAGE in the class of 6.5-6.9 who 
achieves a reading score of 7.0 or more is classified as an 
over-achiever. 
~a9hievers are those pupils who earn a score on a 
standardized achievement test which is the same as their riAGE. 
For example, a pupil with a MAGE in the class of 6.5-6.9 who 
earns an achievement test score in the class 6.5-6.9 is classi-
fied as a par-achiever. 
Under-achievers are those pupils who earn an achievement 
test score which 1s below the class-interval containing their 
MAGE. 
~!S! is defined as the age which 1s older than the 
normal ag~ for a pupil's grade placement according to the age-
grade norms shown in TABLE I. 
Normal-age is defined as the age required by the grade 
placement or a Impil according to the age-grade norm. 
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TABLE I 
C!UCAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS AGE-GRADE ~~PECT~~CIES* 
.Age Age 
Grade 
Age 
Year;.,- Grade Years- Years- Grade 
Months Expectancy Months Expectancy Months Expectancy 
6- 0 1.0 9- 0 4.0 12- 0 7.0 
6-:.1 1.1 9- 1 4.1 12- 1 7.1 
6- a 1.2 9- 2 4.2 12- 2 7.2 
6- :; 1.3 9- 3 4.3 12- .3 7.3 
6-4 1.3 9- 4 4.3 12- 4 7.3 
6- :; 1.4- 9- 5 ll-.4- 12- 5 7.4 
6-6 1.5 9- 6 4.5 12- 6 7.5 
6-7 1.6 9-- ? 4.6 12- 7 7.6 
6- 8 1.7 9- 8 4.7 12- 8 7.7 
6- 9 1.8 9- 9 4.8 12- 9 7.8 
6-10 1.8 9-10 4.8 12-10 7.8 
6-11 1.9 9-11 4.9 12-11 7.9 
7- 0 2.0 10- 0 5.0 13- 0 8.0 
7- 1 2.1 10- 1 5.1 13- 1 8.1 
7- 2 2.2 10- 2 5.2 13- 2 8.2 
7- 3 2.3 10- 3 5.3 13- 3 3.3 
7- 4- 2.3 10- 4- 5.3 13- 4 8.3 
7- 5 2.4 10- 5 5.4 13- 5 8.4 
7- 6 2.5 10- 6 5.5 13- 6 8.5 
7- 7 2.6 10- 7 5.6 13- 7 8.6 
7- 8 2.7 10- 8 5.7 13- 8 8.7 
7- 9 2.8 10- 9 5.8 13- 9 8.8 
7-10 2.8 10-10 5.8 13-10 8.8 
7-11 2.9 10-11 5.9 13-11 8.9 
3- 0 3.0 11- 0 6.0 14- 0 9.0 
8- 1 3.1 11- 1 6.1 14- 1 9.1 
8-2 3.2 11- 2 6.2 14- 2 9.2 
8- 3 3.3 11- 3 6.3 14- 3 9.3 
8- if 3.3 11- l~ 6.3 14- l~ 9.3 
8- 5 3.4- 11- 5 6.4 14- 5 9.4-
8- 6 3.5 11- 6 6.5 14- 6 9.5 
8- 7 3.6 11- 7 6.6 14- 7 9.6 
8- 8 3.7 11- 8 ~ 7 '.- . 14- 8 9.7 
8- 9 3.8 11- 9 6.8 14- 9 9.8 
8-10 3.13 11-10 6.3 14-10 9.8 
3-11 3.9 11-11 6.9 14-11 9.9 
-" 
:+. 
. ! Guidance Handbook for the Adjustment Service ~ the 
~lemeAt!£Z ~9hooIst Bureau o~hild Stuai. ~hlcago PUb11C Schools 9~. p. 2 • 
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Under-age is defined as the age \!lhich is younger than the 
age required by the grade placement of a pupil according to the 
V. fJ.'HE DA'I' A 1Um 11ETHOD OF THEATl'rENT 
The data for this study are contained in the cumulative 
records of thg pupils in the Frank J. Jirka Elementar,y School, 
Chicago. The required data consisted of birth dates, ourrent 
I.Q. scores, the number of school changes for each pupil, and 
current reading and arithmetio seoree. Just prior to aeoumu-
latin3 the data in the fall of 1960 Stanford Achievement tests 
in reading WAre administered by the ad~ustment teacher to all 
the pupils at all the grade levels used in this study. 
Stantord Achievement Test ~n arithmetic were administered to 
pupils in gr~des ;A, 6A. 8B. and 8A only. The testing plan was 
that regularly required by the Chicago Board of Educatiou. 
A total ot 361 pupils were available for this study in 
grades 3B, 3A, 4B, SBt GB. 6A, 7B, SB, and BA. Of this number, 
58 were eliminated because of lack of completness of data, 
leaving 303 pupils to constitute the sample. The distribution 
of these pupi.ls is shown in TABLE II. Reading scores were 
available fo~ the 303 pupils. Aritr~etic scores were available 
for only the 114 pupils in grades 3A, 6A, 8B, and 8A as noted 
above. 
I.Q. 3cores were obtained with the Kuhlman-Anderson Test 
a 
TABLE II 
DISTRIBUfION OF SUBJEOT'';;; USED III S'J:UDY 
BY GRADE AND MOBILITY 
-
, 
Grade Movers Non-f'lOvers lrotals 
. 
3D 14- 24 ,8 
,A 24- 21 45 
4B 22 21 43 
5B 28 Ii- 32 
6B 23 19 42 
61.. 24- ? 31 
7B 23 11 34 BB 14- a 34-
8A 10 6 16 
I , 
Total 182 121 303 
tor grades 3A, 6A, 8E, and 8A. No I.Q. test score for pupils 
in the othor grades 1t;as more than t"ro yea.:rs 010., 
The instrument used for compiling the data was a grid 
sheet for recording the name of each pup:tl, date of birth, 
reading and ;:'l2:~t;l\Uleiiic scores, I.~ •• mental age, chronological 
age, mental age grade expectancy, and nuaber of school changes. 
The data tor each child were then placed on 3 X 5 index cards. 
These instruments are shown in appendix A. 
i'he medians t means. standard deviations t variances t and 
correlations were computed for the three variables of reading 
scores, arithmetic scores, and MAGEs, first for all pupils in 
each grade and then tor movers and non-movera in each grade. 
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The t-test was used to test the significance of the difference 
between means. The extent of over-, par- t and under-achievement 
was determined b7 the peroentage ot pupils talling in each 
categor,r according to the criteria stated in section tour above. 
1. There 1s no dif.terenee between the means ot the MAGEs 
for eaehgra.de and the means of (a) read1ngachievement scores 
and (b) arithmetic scores. 
2. There is no difference between the means of reading 
achievement scores of pupils who are movers and those who are 
non-movers. 
3. There is no dUference between the means of arithmetic 
10 
achievement scores of pupils who are movers and those Who are 
non-movers. 
11.. The variance of MAGE.~ and the variance of (a) reading 
achievement scores and (b) arithmetic achievement scores is the 
same. 
5. The variance of reading achievement scores of pupils 
who are movers and those who are non-movers is the same. 
6. The variance of arithm~tie achievement scores of 
pupils who are movers c~d those who are non-movers is the same. 
7. The correlation of MAGEs with (a) read,ing achievement 
scores and (b) arithmetic achievement scores is zero. 
8. The difference between the correlations of reading 
achievement scores with MAGEs of pupils who are movers ~~d those 
who are non-movers is zero. 
9. The difference between the correlations of arithmetic 
achievement scores with MAGEs of pupils who are movers ~n those 
who are non-movers is zero. 
10. The percentage of pupil::; who are under-, par-, and 
over-achievers according to grade placement in (n) reading and 
(b) arithmetic, does not dt.f.fer significantly from the correspon& 
ing percentago of pupils vlho are achieving at the corresponding 
levels according to MAGEs. 
11. The percentage of' pupils who are lL'"lder-. par-. and 
over-achievers in reading, according to grade placement, does not 
differ signif'ican.tly from the corresponding percentage oi.' pupils 
who are achieving at the corresponding levels in arithmetic 
according to grade placement. 
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12. The percentage of pupils who are under-. par-, and 
over-achievers in reading acoording to MAGEs t does not differ 
significantly from the corresponding percentage of pupils who 
are achieving at the corresponding levels in arithmetic acoord1~ 
to MAGEs. 
The probability ot type I error. that is rejecting a 
hypothesis which is true, was set at the .05 level of' 
significance. 
CH.AP.rER II 
REVIEW' OF RELATED LITERATURE 
This chapter will deal tor the most part with the 
research litere.ture related to the achievement of elementary 
children. These materials are organized as fOllows: 
I. methodological problems related to measuring and predioting 
achievement t II. the relationship between measured and 
expeoted aohieveme.nt t III. the relationship between pupil 
mobil! ty and aohievement t IV. the relationship between socio-
economio status and achieVement, V. the relationship between 
ability and aohievement, VI. limitations of. related studies. 
I. ~RODOLOGICAL PROBLEHS RELA.TED TO MEASURING 
AND PREDICTING ACHIEVEME.'NT 
~ gons1iie;at.sma. Probably one of the oldest 
measures of pupil propess 1s the age-grade rela.tionship. It 
is not used now. Terman po1n1l4)d out t!le injustices of measur-
ing the school progress of chj,ldren according to their C.A •• 
and gives a mental-age-grade distribution chart to de~onstrate 
this tact.1 
Even the concept of the mental age is not bayond criti-
cism. Nunnally has stated that: 
ltewis Terman, The ~1iellig:e~§e 1l.t. ~~l;, 0h11diren (Boston: Houghton-Mifflin ompa.n;r. 191. p. • 
The term mental age is somewhat misleading. It gives 
the impression that the score which a child makes on an 
intelligence test is a direct measure of total ability. 
Although tests of this kind have worked well in practice, 
it is not reasonable to believe that they measure all that 
could be considered intelligence. Even though there is a 
tendene,r tor children to score much the same on different 
tests, especially those which depend heavily on the use of 
understanding of language, the correspondence 1s tar trom. 
perfect. Therefore, a eh1ld's mental age is partly a 
function ot the test which is em.pla,yed. 2 
The I.Q. 1s obtained by dividing the mental age by the 
ohronological age and multiplying the resulting quotient by 
100 to eliminate the decimal point. According to the theory ot 
the I.Q., a child who is exactly average tor his age has an I.ij. 
ot 100, whereas in practice an I.Q. of from 90 to 110 is held 
to be within a normal or average range.' The mental age grade 
expectancy as used in this study assuaes the average I. Q. to be 
exactly 100. 
1'h. I.Q., however has also tallen into soae disrepute. 
The reasons which Oronbach gives tor this, may be summarized as 
£0110ws.4 In the tirst place, the I.Q. originall7 was thought 
to represent a tixed rate ot mental growth on the basis ot which 
"'" 
;;.1:(. Hurray Thomas, ~S'f.Pi Sf~dea~ P£2grtgg (New York: 
Longmans, Green and 00., 1 , p.4. 
( ~deei Ji - croNnbayCh.~Esftent4als ~BPgYghO~O~etiT~st!ns seoond e ton. ew orA: rper an~ rot erSt s ers, 
1960). pp_ 1?0-1?1. 
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predictions of mental age could be made. This original assump-
tion has not been sustained by subsequent research. Secondly, 
faults in the measuring instruments, such as the distribution 
of item difficulties at various age levels, produced I.Q. 
changes which could not be attributed to changing rates ot 
development. Thirdly. the I.Q. could not be used on persons 
beyond age 13 with the 1937 Stanford-Binet, nor beyond age 18 
on the 1960 Stanford-Binet. But despite the disfavor into 
which the I.Q. has tallen, we will probably be using it tor a 
long time it tor no other reason than because ot its long 
tradition. 
Ooncerning the M. A. and I. Q., Wallen states that 
"whether prediction is better based on mental age or I.~. 
remains to be seen."5 
The achievement scores in reading and in arithmetic used 
in this study are based on raw scores. For example, the Stan-
ford Achievement Test, the test used in this study, may yield 
a. raw score of 63 tor a certain pupil. His grade equivalent, 
or achievement score, is 6.3. The meaning is that this ~u~il's 
level ot achievement is at the third month ot the sixth year in 
5.No~an E. Wallen, "Development and Application ot Tests ot 
General Mental Abilit~,n Review it Educational Research, XXXII (February 1962), p. 17. 
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SChool.6 
While grade equivalents have the advantage ot b~ing 
easily understood, they have several limitations. Ahmann, 
Glock, and Wardeberg point out the following ones.? In the 
first place, grade equivalents cannot be taken at tace value, 
since it cannot be assumed that a child beginning sixth grade 
m&king a score ot 8.0 in arithmetic has mastered all the arith-
metic sub~eet mLtter tor grades six and seven. Seoondly, 
grade equivalents cannot ce extended beyond the highest grade 
in the eleaentar,r school since the system of high school 
instruction is not continuous with the system and subject 
matter of the elementary school. Finally, grade equivalents 
suffer trom "rubber units." This meana that grade equivalents 
do not represent equal units on a scale. 
In relation to the last critioism ot grade equi valenta 
listed above, Cronbach points out that "in language, grade 
increments above grade 7 imply only very small improvement in 
performance. In social studies, on the other hand, a three-
grade gain represents a large increase in knowledge. ue Stanley 
6J •S• Ahmann, W.D. Glock, and B.L. Wardeberg~ Ev!l,at~ 
EleI8ntatX School Pupil§ (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc.t9~ 
p. 1. 
7~b1g., p. 101. 
8eronbach,2n. e1t •• p. 386. 
also oriticizes grade equivalents 0::1 th~ grounds that ther-::;, is 
lack of comparability of scores on different tests~9 
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DJjt1n1tion .2f. ~ ~ !mdeI;-i.\Ohievement. One ot the 
problems associated with the study of pupil achievement is that 
of the definition of over-and-under-achievement. In summa-
rizing tAe literature on the subject Hackett has this to sa7: 
If we arbitrarily name some function in the usual opera-
tional manner, then over- ~~d under-achievers may be 
variously d~r1ned as those students who: deviate +.5 stand-
ard deviations from the regression line established by the 
ACE or other ability measure; are in the top and bottom 
2?% or 34% ot those who deviate +.5 standard deviations 
trom the meanl deviate +.5 S.D.'s from the comparison ot 
z-score values tor the AOE and grade-point-average; who 
deviate +.67 sigmas from the predicted average; or who 
exceed or tall ahort of unity jon a r.tatio cOl"lpariaon of 
actual grades to estimated grades. Other detinit.ions 
include the uee ot the Accomplishment Quotient, th~ bright 
(I.Q. over 130), children not getting all A's an~ B'$1 and 
average to bright children obtaining failing marks. ddi-
tiona! separation points tor achievement are the Deants 
list and probation lists, scholarships and prizes awarded. 
or, in general, any other ind.ication that a student is 
performing below or above his expected level. 
Some investigators have made their compe.rison ot high and 
low achievement without hold.ing intelligence constant, while 
others have systematically controlled all factors except 
class stand1n~t which implies that only the extremes ot the 
continuous acn1eveaent variable have been isolated and 
measured. Gough presents a fairly good criticism ot studies 
without adequate controls and points up the eitticulties ot 
comparative comment obtaining trom these oversights. It 
becomes clear, then, that the proliteration of meanings, 
however precise they are intended to be, sometimes obfuscates 
90.0. Ross, (Revised by J.C. Stanley), Mfasur!Iiat !a 
To%!}ts SCh~lS (third edition, New York: Prent ee-S ,Inc., 
19 • p. 2: 
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the issues and impedes conflunication. lO 
Discrel2ane1 lietw~e:r ... 2E"d1gted ~ g)ta1ned$9,ores. 
According to Hackett, "the general oonRansus appears to suggest 
that nonintellectual factors m~ account for the unexplained 
variance in GPA not predicted from ability measures."ll The 
result has been that researchers have turned their attention to 
a stu¢y ot personality traits with the hope ot developing tech-
niques which might predict achievement level. 
In relation to the general problem of the discrepancy 
between predicted and obtained achiev'ement acore t Thorndike has 
this to say: 
Basically. the problem of over- and under- achievement 
can be viewed as just a special case ot the general prC"lblem 
ot multivariate prediction. We are simply trying to deter-
mine what accounts for individual differences in achievement. 
Essentially we are attempting to account for the variance in 
a criterion measure. I conceive of this variance as 
arising from four sources as follows: (1) error ot measure-
ment, (2) criterion heterogeneity, (3) variance d.etermined 
by substantialll unmodifiable aspects ot the person or 
environment, (4) variance determinAd by relatively modifi-
r J 
l~ward V. Hackett, "Some Impressions of the Scientifio 
Literature on Over- and Under-Achievement." in Ph1l~p H. Dubois 
and Edward V. Hackett (eds.). "The Measurement and EValuation. 
of Over- and Under-Achievement fl. (St. Louis: Washington Unj.ver-
aity, April 14, 1961), pp. ;-5. (Mimeographed). 
ll~., r. 6 
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able features jn the individual'~ world. 12 
Thorn<1ike defines error of measurement as "that variance 
in a set o! scores that is uncorr~la.tad with a st:cond experi-
mentally independent, but comp1etaly comparable set of 
scores. "13 Critorion heterogeneity for 'l'hornd1ke is 
illustrated by the tendency to grade girls more leniently 
than boys, by differences in grading standards between 
institutions, or bj any other differences that are system-
aticall,. asnocie.ted ''11th some fa.ct known about the indi-
vidual. 
Criterion heterogeneity thus introduces systematic bias 
in the criterion score. When this accurs, the criterion-
predictor discrepancy will be related to any factors that 
are related to this bias.14 
In discussing the third kind of variance mentioned above 
Thorndike stutes that it is 
Variance that can be predj.cted f't'om factorB known about the 
individual or his environment that are relatively unmodlfi-
able during the educational process with which we are con-
cerned. One euch factor might be initial level of perform-
ance in the achievement area in. which we are interested. 
That io. in so far as final status on the achievement meas-
ure io predicted by initial level of achievement, indi-
vidual differences in training or experience during the 
experi~ental period do not appear to have any significant 
differential etfect. Other unmodifiable factors would be 
such things as initial level of performance in various 
mee.sUl.'es of aptitude, the sex of the individual. or the 
socio-economic level of the home from which he comes. 
12Robert L. Thorndike, "Methodological Issues In Relation 
to the Definition and Appraisal of Underachievement," In Philip 
H. Dubois and Edward V. Hackett (eds.). "The Measurement and 
Evaluation ot Over- and Under-achievement't (St. Louis: Washington 
University, April 14, 1961), pp. 77-78. (Mimeographed.) 
13 8 14 Ibid., p. 7 . 'Ibid. t p. 80. 
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Factors such as these are liRely to rrovide the core of our 
multivariate prediction of t e final criterion score. 
Typically, only one or two such variables have ~een Ulled tc 
define the expected achievement. and over- or unde~ 
achievement has been expressed as the discrepancy from the 
achievement that would be predicted on the basis of this 
single initial score. The approach in terns of a single 
prodictor seems Uladequate. One phase of research on the 
under achievement problem demands that we explore all the 
facts that can be known about the individual in advance and 
that give promise of predicting his tinal achievement. 
This exploration would permit us to set up a team of pre-
dictors that would account for all or nearly all of the 
variance that can bel~ccounted tor in advance of the 
learning experience. ~ 
It is Thorndike's view. it seems, that the problem in 
determining over- and under-achievement is one of first account-
ing tor the error variance in both achievement scores and in the 
predictor. If tllis can be d.one, a.~ "l~ thinks it can he througb. 
his first three variance categories, then we no longer havo a 
problem of over- ~~d under-achievement.l6 Any variance which 
could not be thus accounted for falls in hin fourth ca-begory 
mentioned above. The strategy wh1~h ThorndiJte p7o:fcrc. to 
employ in attacking the problom of over- and under-achievement 
is what he calls "the strategy of genuine pl. ... ed.iction over 
time."l? In tho use ot this strate~ it is nece3sar,y to hRV~ 
an initial achievement score and to study the factors related 
to tinal achievement. 
l~ •• pp. 81-82. l6Ibid., p. 82. 
l?Ibid., pp. 83-91. Thorndike gives three strategies to~ 
attacki~g ~he problem of over- and under-achievement which are 
explained on pages 8~-9l. 
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~ j;t'e4dagt2l: .9t 8.gMev§mMt • A third major problem in 
the study of over- and under-achievement is related to that of 
the adequacy of the predictor measure of achievement. It has 
been pointed out that the predictor of achievement contains 
sources of error just as the achievement test score. The prob-
lem here is to develop a predictor which takes into account 
non-intellectual factors which affect the prediction ot achieve-
mente 
An attempt to develop a non-intellectual predictor was 
made by Froelich who devised an index known as Preparatory 
School Achievement Quotient, (PAQ), which is the ratio of an 
actual grade to that grade predicted by an ability test. l8 
Such a non-intellectual predictor, or index ot achievement, 
reduces "the relationship between ability and achievement to a 
single term" which eliminates the extraneous variable, intelli-
gence. n19 
The technique advocated by Froelich is also supported by 
Mayo who states that it has been 
lBaerbert Froelich, "PA~ as a Measure of Under- and Over-
Achievement," in Philip H. Dubois and Edward V. Hackett (eds.) 
"The Measurement and Evaluation of Over- and Under-Achievement' (St. Louisl Washington University, April 14, 1961), p. 25. (Mimeographed). 
19Ibid., p. 27. 
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shown that a properly constructed ratio. such as the ratio 
of the actual grade made in a course of instruction, to the 
grade predicted by the aptitude scores, is the equivalent 
of the residual which remains when the variance which the 
aptitude test has in common with the grades made in the 
course is partialed out. The practical significance of 
this lies in the fact that we do not have to compute over-
achievement-underachievement scores in our research work 
involving this variable. We m~ do any sort of correla-
tional analysis we wish with this residual, that iS t with 
the course grade, with aptitude partialed out! and then 
when we wish to apply this information to 1nd viduals in the 
school setting we m~ compute the ratio ot school grades 
achieved to school grade predicted for an individual from 
aptitude scores with the assurance that the resulting 
scores have essentially the same validity as did the 
variable expressed as a residual. In other words, the 
ratio is a practical equivalent ot the residual and permits 
identifying a score for each2~di vidual t whereas the 
residual procedure does not. \ 
By w~ ot summar.y there are three general categories ot 
problems 1nvolved in the study of over- and under-achievement. 
They are: (1) the definition of over- and under-achievement; 
(2) accounting for the variance in criterion measure; (3) and 
c,onstructing a predictor ot achievement which takes into 
account the possible sources of error. 
II., THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MEASURED AND 
EXPECTED ACHIE.Y.EHENT 
The search ot the literature tor the period since 1950 
20G. Douglas Ha1o, "A Ratio AiProach to the Measurement 
of Overachievement-Underachievement, in Philip H. Dubois and 
Edward V. Hackett (eds.), "The Measurement and Evaluation ot 
Over- and Underachievement" (St. Louis: Washington University, 
April 14, 1961), pp. 171-172. (Mimeographed). 
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seem.:J to ind:::.cute ~:U'lt· very liGtlc re;:carcb. has beel'l done in 
actuu.l ac:.:.io-vcmen:1:; ar ... d 
expected or predicted achievement in elementary school 
children. One such study \'fas that done by Hoyt and Blakemore.2l 
The purpose ot this investigation was to evaluate actual read-
ing achievement L'l'1 relation to expected achievement of fifty 
seventh grade pupils. The subjects were trom a typical middle-
class suburban community in Ca11!ornia. They had been in 
continuous attendance in this school system since the first 
grade. 
With the use ot a set ot formulas developed by Alice 
Horn22 the authors computed the mental age in months for each 
grade level. and then con~erted this score into axpectad 
achievement in terms of grade placement tor each child at each 
grade leval. The fL"1d.inga of this study were as tallows. 
1. A typical child works "above his expected achieve-
ment level until the fourth grade and than. although there is 
b T • 
s. emaIl ~~inf()"r.theye~I..tlt~R.ehi~ve.n~nt falls below the 
expected level a~ain.n23 
23 
2. The ac'l:iual and expected mean seores of th~ ~irls was 
slightly higher than for t;he boys at ea.eh ~ade level. Further. 
the first minor deviation appeared in the fifth grade for the 
and 04 
bOys in the sixth grade for the g1rls. 4 
3. For the total grou!'> actual achievement was above 
expected achievement be~inning in grade one and eontinuL~g 
through grade five. In grade six actual achievement dropped 
below expeoted aehievement, continuing through grade seven. 25 
A study by Lauriana26 was designed to determine how well 
the reading achievement ot 724 fourth-grade pu.pils in the 
Detroit Archdiocesan Schoole compared with that ot tourth-grad9 
pupils of a typical nationwide group ot pu~1ls in the same 
grade classification and with identical OA "e and I .Q. t s. 
Anticipated achievement was determined by the Oalifornia 
Achievement Oaleulator.2.7 The results showed that the median 
anticipated aohievement grade placement in read1n~ was 5.1, 
2~oyt and Blakemore • .2I!. git. t p. 163. 
24IRi4_, p. 165. 25IQid. 
26Sister Mar7 La-uriana "Actual and Expeoted Reading 
Acllievt3L;;.Vllt in Detroit 1 n ~ae ~athoJ,.ic Edueat!0It Review, LIX 
(M~ 1961). pp. 305-312. 
27For a discussion of this device see 11ar~Uat: Calitornia AO.h~.eI:elt'.;:est Clm~tf( Ba.ttj&I. Adv~e~d Foms, W. X. I 
tLas e es~li 0 a Test ureau. ~ " pp. 47-~O. 
while a median ot 6.1 tor reading achievement scores was 
obtdned.28 
Making use of correlations t Curry and Hughes29 used a 
sample ot 640 sophomores in the Waco Public School System to 
study the relationship between reading grade placement scores 
and mental grade placement scores t between measured and antici-
pated achievement in reading vocabulary t and between measured 
and anticipated achievement in reading comprehension. Antici-
pated aChievement was determined b;,y the Anticipated Achievement, 
Oalculator to which reference has been made previously in this 
section. 
The following corre1ation8",O were obtained: mental grade 
placement and reading grade placellent scores •• 6,. m.easured 
achievement 8114 anticipated achiev8lllent in reading vocabula.r.r • 
• 561 measured achievement and anticipated achievement in reading 
cOJlprehend.ioa. .72. The authors oonclu4ed that these pupils 
obtained reading aohieTeaeat soores whioh were higher than 
anticipated score •• 31 
28Lauriana, a. Si. t p. 312. 
29aobert L. 0url7 and Hughie Hughes, "Relationshiis 
Between Measured and Anti~iiated Achievement in Read~gt JUA19~ 29\~'" JoH*Pll. I (October 1961), pp. 91-96. 
'~'4 .. p. 93. 31~ •• p. 95. 
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A study by Stake32 sought to answer the question of 
whether the California Reading Achievement Test yielded scores 
whioh were signifioantly higher than reading scores obtained on 
tive other standardized tests. The author analyzed the reading 
achievement soores made on five standardized tests of 570 third 
grade pupils in 363 schools in NebraSka. The tests which had 
been employed were the Oalifornia Achievement Tests, Iowa Test 
of Basic Skills. Metropolitan Achievement Tests. Science 
Research Associates Achievement Tests, and Stanford Achievement 
Tests. 
Anal7sis of variance of the Binet I.Q.'s revealed no 
significant differences among the ohildren tested with the five 
tests. This led to the assumption that all the children were 
equally intelligent." Further, the analysis of variance of 
achievement showed highly significant differences among the 
achievement scores obtained with the five different tests. 
These differences disappeared when the data for the California 
Achievement Tests were omitted.34 
Stake Ooncluded that nthe current third-grade norms of 
the California Achievement Tests yield grade placements that are 
32Robert E. Stake, "Overestimation of Achievement With 
the California Achievement Test," E4Yca~1gD§l !D4 Ps:enQlQS~ca+ 
MeasYEJI«Q;. XII (1961). pp. 59-62. 
33DW. t p. 60. 34lR3.d. 
significantly higher than those from four other widely used 
test batter1es. n35 
III. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PUPIL MOBILITY 
.AND ACHIEVEMENT 
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A report on two investigations dealing with the relation-
ship of pupil mobility to achievement will be presented in this 
section. 
The first of these is a study in which John Byrne. after 
analyzing the achievement scores of 4300 Chicago elementar,r 
school graduates in relation to areal mobility. concluded that 
the relationship between pupil mobility and achievement was 
olear. 36 In a summar.y of his research Byrne noted that "the 
median reading achievement of pupils in all categories of 
mobility is progressively lower than that of pupils who remained 
in the school they entered in first grade.3? 
When the arithmetic scores of the eighth-grade graduates 
were analyzed \B.1rne found that 
3~a.d •• p. 61. 
36John P. Byrne. "A Study of the Relationship Between 
Areal Mobility and Standardized Test Performance of 4300 gradu-
ates of Chicago Public Elementary Schools" (unpublished Doctor's 
dissertation.. Loyola University, Chicago. 1957). p. 85. 
,? John P. B~~ 1 "How Residential Mobility is Related to 
Pupil Aehievement,b Cai91&2 SghRols JourSal (Januar,y - Februar.y 
1958). p. 141. 
about 25 per cent ot these attained the desired norm, the 
9.0 grade-level achievement. Of the non-movers, 34 per 
ce~t are found at this level, with increasing mobility the 
percentage drops until, at the 6-school category, only 3 
per cent reach a9.0 level.38 
The second investigation dealing with the relationship 
of pupil mobility to achievement is a study by Bollenbacher39 
ot 95 per cent of all pupils in grade 6 in Cincinnati, Ohio 
during the school year 1959-60. The number of pupils used in 
the study totaled 5.5?8 of whom 2,?78 were boys and 2,800 were 
girls. 
2? 
The important results of Bollenbacher's study are these. 
(1) Pupils who attended the Cinoinnati Public School continu-
=~-~usly during the first six grades performed no better on read-
ing tests than pupils who attended other schools outside 
Cincinnati for one or two grades.40 (2) When the pupils who 
had spent all of their first six grades in Cincinnati I~blic 
Schools were studied as a group it was found that those who had 
attended only one Cincinnati Public School had a higher median 
reading achievement and higher median I.Q. than those who had 
attended two or more Cincinnati Public Schools.4l (3) To 
determine whether difference in reading achievement was due to 
38na.d. 
39Joan Bollenbacher.! "Study of the Effect of Mobility on 
!Reading Achievement," 1Q! lfea4Jpg T'IPU't XV (March 1962), 
~P. 356-360. , 
40Ib1d*t p. 359. 41Ibi4_ 
,-- ,....-------------------------.;.. 
mobility or ability, analysis of covariance was used. The 
results 
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indicated that reading achievement as measured by a 
standardized test was not affected by the number of schools 
attended. It is interesting to note that the data on the 
Stanford arithmetic test were analyzed similarly and 
revealed essentially the same findings as the analysis for 
the reading results.42 
IV. THE . RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOCIo-ECONO~lIC 
STATUS AND ACHIEVnmBl' 
A great deal of research has been done relative to the 
influence of the environment including aoeio-economic factors, 
on the I.Q.. and the level of achievement ot pupils. Mingoia 
made three reading surveys involving over three thousand 
California pupUs in the middle grades. mainly in grade 6, and 
arrived at the following possible causes for extreme under-
achievement in readings (1) ai;home which is culturally and 
economically deprived, (2) poor language background in the home, 
(3) unresponsiveness to group instruction, and (4) parents tend 
to exert undo pressure on the child to aChieve.43 
A study by Robert L. Curry sought to determine if' there 
were significant differences in achievement between groups of' 
42Ibid., p. 360. 
43Edwin Mingoia, "Possible Oauses or Underachievement in 
Reading," ElementatY ~gl1sh,x[xIX (March 1962), p. 223. 
sixth grade children who had comparable intelligent quotients 
but di!'fel'ed in soeio-eoonomic status. The subjects were 360 
grade 6 pupils in the school system of a large southwestern 
United States city. Ability groups were defined as high (I.Q. 
of 116 or more), medium (I.Q. of 94-107), and low (I.Q. of 85 
and below). 
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Socio-~conom1¢ status was determined by the uce of the 
questionnaire by which Socio-economic Information Vas Secured 
From P~eJ1t~~ 44 On the basis of this information the pupils 
were further divided into three socio-economic groups ot upper, 
middle, and lower. Curry's conclusions are aa tollows: 
1. Socio-economic status seems to have no effect upon 
the scholastic achievement of sixth grade students when 
the students have high intellectual ability. 
2. Soeial and economic factors have an effect upon 
language achievement in the medium intellectual ability 
group. The upper and middle socio-economic status groups 
both achieve a greater amount than the lower socio-economic 
status group. 
3. In reading, the upper socio-economic status group 
shows a greater amount of achievement than the middle and 
lower socio-ecoAomic status groups. and the middle socio-
economic status group shows greater achievement than the 
lower socio-economic group_ 
4. As the intellectaal ability decreases from high to 
low, the effect of social and economic eonditions on 
scholastic achievement increases great17. 
44xenneth Eells~ it all!' ~,ebHe;tA91~ CMt.~ ~1.f'ferences (Chicago: University ocago ess t ~~ ~. 365. 
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5. Achievemont in arithmetic seems to be relatively tree 
from the influence of social and economic conditions since 
no significant differences were found within any ot the 
intellectual ability groups.45 
Evidence that children from the lower socio-economic clas 
begin school with a handicap not shared with children from the 
middle socio-economic class. and that the educational gap betwee 
them widens as they progress through school. has been pointed 
out by Morris Krugman. In tact. Krugman say-s: 
For example, in city-wide group testing in New York City 
schools, the third graders in a large, low socio-eoonomic 
district had a median I.Q. ten points lower than that ot all 
third graders throughout the city. The median I.Q. of sixth 
graders trom the same area was seventeen points lower than 
the median I.Q. for the entire city. 
City-wide reading tests showed s1m1lar results. The low 
aocio-economic children were retarded one year in reading 
in the third grade, almost two years in the eighth grade.46 
V. THE RELATIONSHIP BJ:,:rWEEN ABILITY 
AND ACHIEVEMENT 
The evidence trom research shows that there is a positive 
relationship between ability. as indicated by the I.Q •• and 
achievement. A stud7 b7 Holowinsky was conce~ued with achieve-
45Robert L. Curry, "Effect ot Socio-economic Status on th 
Scholastic Achievement of Sixth Grade Childrent" BritiBA JOY:mal 
9L EduPQtioW Ps:r;hglgg:r. XXXII (February 1962). p. • 
~orris Krugman, "The Culturally Deprived Child In 
School,· Nat~ow i!M9A~ign A~n9gi§.t1Qn J2u..meJ.. L (April 1961), 
p. 23. 
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ment in reading and arithmetic at various I.Q. levels, the re-
lation ship between achievement in reading and arithmetic, and 
the relationship between grade placement and achievement. The 
subjects consisted of 375 pupils in the Camden, New Jersey 
Publio Schools. 
The findings ot Holowinskyt S stud3 were. (1) the dit-
terence between reading achievement means due to I.Q. and age 
were significant at the .01 level, while correlations between 
reading achievement and I. Q. were highly signi1'icant at all age 
levels; (2) the difference between arithmetio achievement means 
due to I.Q. and age were generally non-significant; (3) the cor-
relation between reading and arithmetic achievement was found to 
be significant beyond the .01 level; (4) the correlation between 
reading achievement and grade placement was .62 t while a corre-
lation of only .31 was found between arithmetic achievement and 
grade placement.47 
For the purpose of determining some of the characteristia!J 
of under-achievers and over-achievers. Curr:r studied the achie 
ment scores of 227 sixth grade pupils out ot a population ot 
1.773 pupils in grade 6 in a large southwestern city. The 
results of this study showed that, when under-achievers and ove 
achievers were compared on the two variables of C.A. and I.Q. t 
• t 
47lvan Bolowinsky, "The Relationship Between Intelligence (80-110 I.Q.) and Achievement in Basic Educational Skills," T~e 
Training SCbQg1 Bu6let~t LVIII (M~ 1961), pp. 17-18. 
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there was a dif.feren..::e significant at the .05 :level; :md iihat 
under-achievers tended to be the more capable pupils, lihi1e the 
over-achievers tended to be the less capable pupils. 48 
An investigation by Shaw and McCuen focused on the prob-
lem of the specific aoademic level at which under-achievement 
can be said to begin and the nature of the later patte~ ot 
achievement. The subjects were 168 eveventh- and twelfth-
graders who had received all their formal education in one 
school district. Students were classified as achievers ~r unde 
achievers on the basis of their cumulative grade-point averages 
in grades 9,10. and 11. Only those students with intelligence 
test scores which placed them in the upper 25 per cent of the 
popUlation (over 110) .yere L~cluded. 
Students who had a grade-point average below the mean ot 
the class were classified as under-achievers, while those with 
a grade point ~age above the class mean were classified as 
achievers. The academic records of these stUdents were 
obtained tor grades one through eleven. 
The results ot this study showed that male achievers 
have a grade-point average which is significantly higher than 
male under-achievers at the .01 level (t-test) beginning at 
• 
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third grade.49 Further, the mal. achievers had a higher grade-
point average than the male under-achievers. On the other hand. 
female under-achievers had a higher grade-point average through 
grade five than female achievers. though not at a significant 
level. From grade six through grade ten female achievers had 
a grade-point average above female under-achievers. but not at 
the .01 level of significance unti.l grade nine. 50 
The problem ot promotion versus non-promotion was dealt 
with in an investigation by Kowitz and Armstrong. They com-
pared the achievement of pupils in two New York State school 
districts. one of which had a policy ot non-promotion and one 
which did not. In the school which had a policy ot non-
promotion the authors compared the achievement of a sample of 
pupils who had been retained betore grade ? and a sample of 
pupils who had not been retained. They found that. 
In reading and arithmetic the achievement of the group 
that had not been retained was well above the achievement 
of the group that had been retained. The fact that those 
who had not made normal progress continued to form a 
separate group that showed less achievement, even after 
retention, suggests that their extra year had not elimi-
nated the difference in their achievement. This finding 
is especially notable nne. as a result of their retention 
they were being compared with a group that was a year 
sq I 
4%erville C. Shaw and John T. McCuen, "The Onset of 
Academic Underachievement in Bright Children!" !hi Journal of 
EdU«(§jtiosal PiYSholop:, LI (June 1960), p. 105. -
50 ~.. pp. 105-106. 
younger and less experienced. 51 
,The authors concluded that a policy of non-promotion 
"seems to cause more change among pupils who are being 
promoted than among pupils who are being retained • .,52 
VI. LIMITATIONS OF RELATED STUDIES 
The research studies which have been reported in this 
ohapter have the following limitations. 
1. Most ot the studies did not use refined statistical 
techniques so as to enable the author to state the degree of 
confidence which could be placed in his conclusions. The 
exceptions are the studies by Stake, Bollenbacher, Holowinsky, 
Shaw and MoCuen, and Curr,y. Vith these exceptions the litera-
ture reviewed in this chapter otter conclusions based on size 
and trend ot medians or means. Conclusions thus arrived at are 
impressionistic rather than objective. 
2. None of the studies were experimental. The data 
used in all of the studies were effects already present rather 
than induced effects. 
51G.T. Kowitz and O.M. Armstrong, "The Effect of 
Promotion Policy on Academic Achievement," Elementi£Y Schgol 
Journal, LXI (Mq 1961), p. 43? 
~~n..1 "'~ •• P. 442. 
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3. A third limitation which should be noted is Wallen's 
observation that "most studies have not oysteroatically val~ied 
a.ll three relevant variables (chronological age. men.tal age, 
'and I.Q.).n53 
I 
4. None of the studies recognized the methodological 
I 
problems involved in measuring and predicting achievement. 
The present study vill seek to improve '.lpon the studies 
reported in this chapter by using statistical techniques which 
will permit more ob3ectivity in arriving at conc1usi,ons. In 
addition. an attempt will be made to evaluate the MAJ1E as a 
predictor of achievement. 
53Norman E. Wallen. "Development and Applic~t1on of 
tests of G~neral Ability, ~evil;'2w 2.t Educajz10nM Research. 
XXXII (Febt*Ua.r'T 1962) t p.. 1 • 
CRAFTER III, I \ 
'l'RE RELATIONSHIP BET'.JEEN ACTUAL AND EXPECTED 
ACHIEVEM.ENT IN READING AND ARITHMETIC 
The purpose of this chapter is to answer the following 
questions. Are the correlations of reading achievement scores 
and MAGEs for each grade significant? Are the correlations of 
arithmetic achievement scores with MAGEs for each grade signifi-
cant? Do the variances of reading achievement scores and MAGES' 
for each grade differ significantly? Do the variances of arith-
metic achievement scores and MAGEs for each grade differ signif-
icantly? Are there significant differences between the means ot 
reading achievement scores and HAGEs for each grade? Are there 
significant differences between the means of arithmetic achieve-
ment scores and MAGEs for each grade? 
In order to answer these questions two tests were used, 
namely, the t-test and the F-test. In addition, comparisons 
were made of the ranGe, median, and standard deviation ot 
achievement scores and MAGEs. 
I. THE RELATIONSHIP Bh"TWEEN ACTUAL AND 
EXF;ECTED ACHIEVEME.r.~ IN READING 
Men1(al ~ grgde e~pectan2:r gata. Shown in TABLE III are 
the data related to the range, mean, and standard deviation of 
the mental age grade expectancies for all pupils according to 
37 
TABLE III 
RANGE, MEDIAN, MEAN t AND STA.NDARD DEVIATION 
OF MENTAL AGE GRADE EXPECTANCIES 
• 
Grade N Range Median Mean S.D. 
3B 38 2.5 3.3 3.; 0.575 
3A 4; 2.4 3.; 3.; 0.519 
4B 4; 2.; 4.2 4.2 0.584-;B 32 3.6 ;.2 5.1 0.743 
6B 42 4.5 6.7 6.4 0.990 
6A 31 3.3 6.8 5.7 0.932 
?B 34 4.5 7.2 7.3 1.054-8B 22 5.; 7.4· 7.7 1.167 
aA 16 5.5 7.8 8.2 1.358 
Total 303 
, 
grade plaeement. There it is seen that the range of the MAGE 
among the pupils tends to inerease with inerease in grade 
level. For example, the range of the MAGE is 2.5 years for 
grade 3B t 3.6 years tor grade 5B, and 5.5 years tor grades 8B 
and BA. This pattern ot the range is due to the inorease in 
the variability among pupils as they progress through sehool. 
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A comparison ot the range ot reading aehievement and the 
MAGE is illustrated in FIGURE 1. Here it is observed that the 
range ot reading aehievement seores is greater than the range 
of the MAGEs in each grade except 3B, 5B, and BB. The greatest 
deviation of the two ranges is tor grade 6A, and the smallest 
deviation is tor grade 3B. It is also clear from FIGURE 1 that 
the range ot reading achievement scores and MAGEs tends to 
inerease as the grade level increases. 
The tact that the variability ot the MAGEs among pupils 
increases with inerease in grade level is evidenced by the 
general tendeney ot the standard deviation to inorease trom 
lower grades to higher grades. Por example, in TABLE III it is 
noted that the standard deviation ot the MAGEs is 0.575 tor 
grade 3B t 0.743 tor grade 58. 0.932 tor grade GA, and 1.358 for 
grade BA. 
The data regarding the median and the mean of the l'lAGEs 
for the pupils in each grade reveals the following facts. The 
~edian MAGE 1s at the grade placement level for all grades 
~xcept grade GR, where the median MAGE is abOVe grade placement 
· 
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level, and grades 8B and 8A where the median MAGE in both 
instances is below grade placement level. Further, the mean 
MAGE is at grade placement level for all grades except grade 
3B, where the mean MAGE is above grade placement level. and 
grades 8B and 8A. where the mean MAGE 1s below grade placement 
level. 
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In FIGURE 2 the median reading achievement score and the 
median MAGE is presented for each grade. The median reading 
achievement is below the median MAGE for each grade except 
grade 8B, In other words, reading achievement f~ls below 
expectations as determined by the MAGE. 
A comparison ot the mean reading achievement and mean 
MAGE is shown tor each grade level in FIGURE 3. With the sole 
exception ot grade 8B. where the mean reading achievement is 
equal to the mean MAGE. the mean reading achievement is below 
the mean MAGE tor each grade level. When the median and the 
mean are used tor comparing actual achievement in relation to 
expected achievement as determined by the ~~GE, it is clear 
that actual achievement falls below expected achievement. 
Rea41Qg aCh1e~ement aggres data. Data concerning read-
ing achievement scores tor all pupils according to grades are 
s~own in TABLE IV. The range of reading achievement generally 
increases with increase in grade level just as tor the MAGE. 
rhe spread in reading achievement is 2.4 years in grade 3B t 5.8 
S·D 
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Grade 
3B 
3A 
4B 
5B 
6B 
6A 
7B 
SD 
8A 
Total 
TABLE IV 
RANGE. MEDIAN, MEAN t AND STANDARD DEVIATION 
OF READING ACHIEVEMENT SCORES 
N Range Median Mean S.D. 
38 2.4 2.7 2.7 0.582 
45 3.6 2.9 2.9 0.737 
43 3.7 3.5 3.5 0.635 
32 2.9 3.6 3.8 0.714 
'+2 5.8 5.2 5.4 1.406 
31 5.1 5.4 5.7 1.214 
34 6.1 7.0 6.8 1.480 
22 5.0 8.0 ?7 1.214 
16 6.4 7.4 7.? 1.645 
303 
43 
44 
years in grade 6B, and 6.4 years in grade BA. 
The standard deviation of reading achievement reflects 
the increase in the variability of pupil achievement in reading 
as they progress through the grades. For example, the standard 
deviation of reading achievement in grade 3B is 0.582, and for 
grades 6B and SA it is 1.406 and 1.,645 respectively. 
The data tor the median and the mean reading achievement, 
as shown in TABLE IV, are indicative of a tendency toward under-
achievement in reading. Only in grades 7B and BB is the median 
achievement in reading at these grade placement levels. In all 
other instances the median reading achievement score is below 
the corresponding grade placement level. 
Cor£l.at!oa 2t reagtag sco£e~ ~ MAGEl gata. When 
reading achievement scores are correlated with mental age grade 
expectaneies t as shown in TABLE V, the highest correlation was 
found to be .637 for grade 7B; the next highest:wBS .599 tor 
grade GA, and the lowest correlation was .239 for grade 8B. 
While the trend of the size of the correlations is not con-
sistent, it is noted from the data in TABLE V that the s1ze of 
thp correlation of reading achievement scores with MAGEs 
-iecreases tor each grade from 3B to 5B, and increases in size 
from grades 6B to 7B. The decrease in the size of the correla-
tions with increase in grade level may be explained in part by 
the increase in the variability of reading achievement scoreo 
45 
1'ABLE V 
PEARSON OORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF READING 
ACHIEVEMENT SCORES ~ITH MENTAL AGE 
GRADE EXPECTANCIES 
• 
Grade N r P 
1 1 
3B 38 .535 <: .001 
3A 45 .460 <.01 
4B 43 .323 <.05 
5B 32 .252 ').10 
6:8 42 .307 ~.O5 
6A 31 .599 £..001 
?B 34 .637 4.,.001 
8B 22 .2.39 >.10 
8A 16 .458 >.10 
, 
Total .303 .430 (.01 
, 
• 
• 
4-6 
and MAGEs as pupils progress through the grades as previously 
pointed out. 
The correlation of reading achievement scores with MAGEs 
for all pupils combined was found to be .L~30. Grades 3B, 3A, 
6A, 'lB, and SA had correlations h.tgher than .430. while grades 
4B, 5B, GB, and 8B had correlationB which were lower than .4;0. 
Finally, from TABLE V it is observed that all correla-
tions were significant at the .05 level or beyond tor all 
grades except for grad~s 5B, BB, and 8A. For all pupils com-
bined the correlation of .430 was significant beyond the .01 
level. 
VKiMce .2! '!ad±A3 Q2Qres .!S14 MAGEl. TABLE VI presents 
data concerning the homogeniety of the variance ot reading 
achievement scores and MAGEs. These data show that the dU'-
terences between variances are significant at or beyond the .05 
level tor grades 3A, GB, and 7B. With the exception of grade 
5B. the variance of the MAGEs is lower than the variance of 
reading scores, thus indicating that there is more uniformity 
in the tormer values th~ in the latter. 
It is worth noting that the size of the variances 
increase with increase in grade level. The differences between 
variances were significant for grades 3A. 6B, and 7B only. The 
lack ot a significant difference between variances tor all but 
these three grades leads to the conclusion that for six of the 
Grade 
;B 
3A 
4B 
5B 
6B 
6A h: 
8A 
Total 
TABLE VI 
THE VARIANCE OF READING ACHIEVEMl2~T SCORES MiD 
MENTAL AGE GRADE EX:P.ECTANCIF.8 
Variance 
Reading ~1AGE F 
38 0.338 0.330 1.024- >.25 
45 0.544 . 0.270 2.015 L.02 
43 0.40; 0.341 1.182 ).25 
32 0.510 0.552 1.082 >.25 
42 1.977 0.980 2.017 ~.O2 
31 1.474 0.870 1.694 >_10 ;4 2.192 1.111 1.973 (.05 
22 1.475 1.3(;3 1.082 >.25 
16 2.705 1.846 1.465 >.25 
;03 
47 
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nine grades reading scores and MAGEs were homogeneous. 
D1fferen2e between megns 2! readins scores ~MAGEs,. 
The data contained in TABLE VII sho,,:s the difference between 
the means of reading scores and MAGEs for each grade. The mean 
of the MAGE is one-half year higher than the mean reading 
score for grades 7B and 8A, and is 1.3 years higher than the 
mean reading score tor grade ;B. Both means are equal for 
grade 8B. 
With the exception of grades 8B and 8A. the means of the 
MAGEs are significantly higher than the means ot reading scores 
at the .001 level for grades 3B through 6A, and at the .02; 
level for grade ?B. The differenoe between means was non-
significant tor grad.es 8B and 8A. It is conoluded ~om these 
data in TABLE VII that, with the exception ot grades 8B and 8A, 
the mean reading aohievement soore is significantly lower than 
the corresponding mean MAGE for each grade. 
II. THE RELATIOnSHIP BEl'il"'LEN ACTUAL AND 
EXPECTED ACHIEVEMENT IN ARITHMETIC 
Hlnta, ~ srade e~ectancy datA_ From the data 
presented in TABLE VIII it is seen that the range of the MAGEs 
for pupils used in the arithmetic phase of this study increases 
with increase in grade level. Pupils in grade 3A have a MAGE 
range of 2.4 years, while pupils in grades 6A, 8B, and 8A have 
ranges of 3.3 years, 5.5 years, and 5.5 years respectively. 
TiillL:c; VII 
t-TE::')T OF DIFFEHJ-:lJCE B1i;rVEEN M..~N3 O~ .. READING 
ACHIB"v"EltlZUT SCORE3 AUD nI~ir.i:AL AGE 
GlU .. DE E.XP1~CTAN CIES 
49 
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TABLE VIII 
RANGE, MEDIAN, MEAN, AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF 
ME'NTAL AGE GRADE nP~O'rAliCIE3 FOR PUPILS 
USED IN THE ARITHMETIC PHASE OF (rHE STUDY 
• 
, 
Grade N Range Median Mean S.D. 
• 
3A 45 2.4 3.5 3.5 0.519 6A 31 3.3 6.8 6.7 0.932 
8B 22 5.5 7.4 7.? 1.167 SA 16 5.5 7.8 3.2 1.358 
Total 114 
. 
51 
FIGURE l,J.. st.owo a comI,arioon of the range of arithmetic 
achievement scores and the ~~GE. It is clear that the range of 
arithmetic achievement is greater thwi the range of the MAGE 
for each grade level except for grac.e 8A. Tll.is is the same 
trend ns noted when the range of reading ach~evero6nt scores was 
conparod w:tth the range cf the f4.AGEs. 
In a oimilnr manner the median and mean r1AG1~ increases 
\lith increase in grade level. Both the median and the mean 
MAGE are at grade placement level for grades 3A and 6A, but 
below grade placement level for grades 8B and SA. 
The comparison of the medians ot the MAGE and arithmetic 
achievement scores is shown in FIGURE 5. The evidence here 
indicates that, with respect to the MAGE, the pupils used in 
this study were under-achievers in arithmetic just as in the 
case of reading. The median MAGE exceeds the median arithmetic 
achievement for all tour grades used in this phase ot the 
study. 
A comparison of the means of the MAGE and arithmetic 
achievement scores gives further evidenoe of under-achievement 
in arithmetie. This evidence is presented in FIGURE 6. The 
mean MAGE exceeds the mean of the arithmetic achievement scores 
for each grade. 
The standard deviation of the MAGE increases regularly 
from grade 3A, where it is 0.519. to grade BA, where it is 1.358. 
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This indicates that the variability of the MAGEs ot these pupils 
increase l:!ith increase in grade level. 
AritAm,t~9 !9b!!Ieme~ Beg£ls Qat,. Data concerning the 
ro.nge. median, mean, and standard deviation ot arithmetic 
achievement scores are shown in TABLE IX. The range ot the 
achievement soores is 2.6 years, 4.5 years, and 6.4 years tor 
grades 3At GA. and SB respectively. The range is 4.7 years for 
grade SA. 
Both the median and the mean of arithmetic aohievement 
scores increase regularly with inorease in grade placement 
level, but in no case is the median or the mean achievement up 
to grade placement level. For example, the median and the mean 
arithmetic seore tor grade 3A is 3.1 Tears. In order to be at 
grade placement level they should be 3.5 years. The evidence 
indicates that there was under-achievement in arithmetic in 
relation to the MAGE. 
The standard deviation of arithmetic achievement scores 
also increases regularly from grade 3A to SB, and then talls 
slightly at grade 8A. This is the same pattern ot variability 
in pupil achievement as previously noted in the ease of the 
Mo.4.GEs and ot reading achievement soores. 
When the median and the mean are taken as the measures of 
central tendency ot achievement in arithmetic, it is clear that 
the pupils used in this study were not achieving in aocordance 
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TABLE IX 
RAlIGE MEDIAN, MEAN t AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF 
ARiTHMETIC ACHIEVEMENT SCOREB FOR JlTJPILB 
USED IN THE ARITHMETIC PHASE OF STUDY 
, 
I , 
Grade N Range Median Mean S.D. 
• 
3A 45 2.6 3.1 3.1 0 • .596 
6A 31 4.5 5.5 5.6 1.114-
BB 22 6.4 7.1 7.5 1.502 
8A 16 4.7 7,,3 ?? 1.321 
I , 
Total 114 
with their grade placement. This observation corresponds with 
a similar one made with respect to reading achievement. 
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Cgrrelatign 2t §titbm~t~g sco£es ~ MAGEs. TABLE X 
presents the correlation coefficients of arithmetic aChievement 
scores with MAGEs. The lowest correlation was .391 tor grade 
8B. The highest correlation was .630 tor grade 8A. With the 
exception ot grade 8A, the correlations decrease with increase 
in grade level. This 1s the same pattern noted in TABLE V. 
page 45. where correlations ot reading scores with MAGEs were 
shown. 
The oorrelation of arithmetio scores with MAGEs for all 
pupils combined was .565. Only grade SB had a correlation 
lower than this value. Further, all correlations were signifi-
cant at or beyond the .01 level tor all grades except grade 8B, 
where it was .10. The total correlation of .565 was significant 
beyond the .001 level. It is clear that the relationship 
between arithmetio achievement scores and MAGEs was highly sig-
nificant. 
VariW! .2t l£tt}w!t.« §cQ£!S S. MAGB§. The variance ot 
'the MAGEs is lower than the variance of arithmetio achievement 
scores for all grades except grade 8A as shown in TABLE XI. 
The variances tend to increase with increase in grade level. 
This reflects increasing variability among pupils as they 
progress through school. The differences between variances 
TABLE X 
PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF AltIT~~IC 
ACHIEVEMENT 3CORES WITH I'1ENTAL AGE GRADE 
EXPECTANCIES 
Grade N r P 
3A 45 .626 (.001 
6A 31 • 58? <.001 
8B 22 .391 .10 
8A 16 .630 .01 
Total 114 .565 (.001 
4 .. 
• 
Grade 
3A 
6A 
813 
8A 
Total 
TABLE XI 
THE VARIllNCE OF ARITFJ1ETIC ACHIBVEME!i!T SCORES 
AND MENTAL AGE GRADE EX.PEOTAUCIES 
Variance 
N .Arithmetic MAGE F 
45 0.353 0.270 1.308 
31 1.241 0.870 1.l~26 
22 2.287 1.3{;3 1.677 
P 
.25 
.10 
.20 
16 1.'/46 1.846 1.057 >_25 
t • • • 
114 
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were found to be non-significant at all four grade levels. 
This indicates that the arithmetic achievement scores end the 
MAGEs are equally uniform. 
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Ditf,*ence between means ~ arithmetic score§ ~ MAGES. 
TABLE XII oontains data regarding the t-test of the difference 
between the means of arithmetic achievement scores and MAGEs. 
At each grade level the mean MAGE is higher than the mean 
arithmetic achjevement score. This difference is as high as 
1.1 years for grade 6A, and as low as 0.2 years for grade SB. 
The t-test of the difference between means shows that a signifi-
cant difference exists at the .001 level for grades 3A and 6A 
and that the difference is non-significant for grades 8B and 8A. 
III. SUMMARY 
Agtw a.4 'X'QIcitd SW\1EaUaSt ia I£I'$\1nI- The first 
question to be answered is that of whether the correlations of 
reading achievement soores and MAGEs are significant for each 
grade. The evidence presented shows that a signifioant rela-
tionship exists between these two variables for grades 3B, 3A, 
4B, 6B t GA. and ?B. 
Do the variances of reading achievement scores and MAGEs 
for each grade differ significantly? The difference between 
variances was found to be significant at the .05 level or 
bey,ond for grades 3A, 6B, and 7B only. For the other six grades 
the differences were-nan-significant. 
TABLE XII 
t-TEST OF DIFFERENCE BET'JZ:El{ I'ff..EAt,1S OF ARITm-1ETIC 
ACHIEVEI'mN1' ';~CO~E)3 tt1:m P..mITAL AGE CIL';l;E 
-S-AJ;~C:-P ANCIill 
r1eans 
• R, • , .-
Grade Ii Arithmetic l'lAGE d t 
3A 45 3.1 3.5 0.4 6.756 
SA 31 5.6 6.7 1.1 6.432 
BE 22 7.5 7.7 0.2 0.605 
8A 16 7.7 8.2 0.5 1.695 
Total 114 
~ . 
... 
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P 
.. 001 
.001 
.60 
.10 
• 
Are there significant differences between the means of 
reading achievement scores and MAGEs for each grade? The 
difference between means was found to be significant for all 
grades except grades 8B and 8A. In each case the mean MAGE 
was significantly higher than the mean reading achievement 
score. 
In general it mq be asserted that the correlation of 
reading scores with HAGEs is significant; that difference 
between the variance of reading scores and MAGEs is non-
significant; and that the difference between mean reading 
scores and mean MAGEs tor each grade is significant. The con-
clusion is that actual achievement in reading differs signifi-
oantly from expected achievement for the pupils used in this 
study. 
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Apt»" ~ 6ePDpteg ashieyameat in g£iYhmfttig. Are the 
correlations of arithmetic achievement scores and MAGEs signifi-
cant? With the exception of grade 8B, the correlations of 
arithmetic achievement scores with MAGEs were found to be sig-
nificant at the .001 level for grades 3A and 6A, and at the .01 
level for grade 8A. The total correlation was significant at 
the .001 level. 
Do the variances of arithmetic achievement scores and 
MAGES for each grade differ Significantly? While the arithmetic 
variances tends to be higher than the MAGE variances the dit-
ference between variances was non-significant for all grade 
levels. 
Are there significant differences between the tp.oans of 
arithmetic achievement scores and MAGEs for each grade? The 
data showed that the mean of the MAGE exceeded the mean of the 
arithmetic achievement score tor each grade. The difference 
between the means was significant at the .001 level tor grades 
3A and 6A. but non-significant tor grades 8D and 8A. 
The following conclusions m~ be stated. There is a 
significant relationship between arithmetic achievement scores 
and MAGEs; the 'Variance ot arithmetic scores and MAGEs do not 
differ significantly; and a significant difference exists 
between the mean arithmetic soore and the mean MAGE for grades 
3A and 6A only. Actual aobie'Vement in arithmetic differs 
signifioantly from expected achievement tor the pupils used in 
this study. 
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CHAl?TER IV 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MOBILITY AND 
PUFIL ACHIEVEMENT 
There are a number of questions which will be dealt with 
in this chapter. They are grouped as those dealing with corre-
lations, those dealing with variances, and those dealing with 
means. The questions to be answered are as tollows. 
Are the correlations of reading achievement scores with 
HAGEs for each grade significant wh.en the pupils are grouped as 
movers and as non-movers? Are the correlations of arithmetic 
achievement scores with raGEs tor each grade significant when 
pupils are grouped as movers and as non-movers? When pupils 
grouped as movers are compared with those grouped as non-movers, 
are there significant differences between the correlations ot 
reading scores with MAGEs and the correlations of arithmetic 
scores with MAGEs? 
Do the variances of reading achievement scores and MAGEs 
for each grade differ significantly when pupils are grouped as 
movers and as non-movers? Do the variances of arithmetic 
achievement scores and MAGEs for each grade differ significantly 
when pupils are grouped as movers and as non-movers? When 
pupils grouped as movers are compared with those grouped as non-
movers, are there significant differences between the variances 
of reading scores and between the variances of arithmetic seores? 
6;; 
Do the means of reading achievement scores and 11AGEs for 
each grade differ significantly when pupils are grouped as 
movers and as non-movers? Do the means of arithmetic achieve-
ment scores and MAGEs for each grade differ significantly when 
pupils are grouped as movers and as non-movers? When pupils 
Grouped as mover's are compared with those grouped as non-movers, 
are there significant differences between the means of readLng 
scores and between the means of arithmetic scores? 
The three tests of significance used are the z-transtor-
matton, the F-test, and the t-test. Data will be analyzed 
separately tor movers and non-movers. atter which tests of the 
difference between the two groups will be ma.de. 
I. THE RELATIONSHIP BET',.fEEN MOBILITY AND 
ACHIEVEMENT IN READING 
HintAl !&! graa~ Ixp;etgsc: ~. 
Data relating to the range, median, meant and standard 
deviation of mental age grade expectancies tor pupils grouped a.s 
movers and non-movers are shown in TABLE XIII. It is observed 
that the range of the liAGE of movers is higher than for non-
movere in all grades except grades 3Bt 4B, and 8A. Generally 
the range is not as wide in the lower grades as it is in the 
higher grades. This is true for both movers and non-movers. 
For example. the range of the 11AGE for both moverfJ and non-
movers is between two and three years for gra('1c 3B, '-rhile it is 
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TABLE XIII 
THE RA1~GEt MEDIAN, MEAN t AND STANDAHD DE.'VIATION 
OF MENTAL AGE GRADE EXPECTANCIES FOR 110VERS 
AND NOli-MOVERS 
, 
• 
Grade N Range Median Mean S.D. 
3B Movers 14- 2.2 3.2 3.3 0.531 lion-m.OTers 24- 2.4 3.4 3.6 0.672 
3A Hovers 24 2.1 3.6 ;.4 0.522 Non-movers 21 1.9 ;.3 3.6 0.494 
4B Movers 22 2.0 4.2 4.1 O.51? Non-movers 21 2.5 4.3 4.2 0.667 
5B Movers 28 3.6 5.1 ;.1 0.789 Non-movers 4 0.; ;.; 5.; 0.132 
6B Movers 23 4.4 6.; 6.2 1.069 Non-movers 19 3.4 6.8 6.6 0.898 
6A Movers 24 ;.; 6.7 6.6 0.9;2 Non-movers 7 3.2 6.8 6.8 0.936 
7B Movers 23 4.5 6.8 7.3 1.2;4 Non-movers 11 1.8 7.4 ?4 0.556 
BB Movers 14- 4.4- ?1 ?; 1.05? Non-movers 8 3.? 8.0 B.3 1.069 
8A Movers 10 ;.3 ?8 8.0 1.061 Non-movers 6 5.5 ?8 8.4 1.729 
Total 182 121 
between four a~d five years and one and two years respectively 
for movers and non-movers for grade 7B. 
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FIGURE ? shows the ralationship of the range of the MAGE 
for :pupils grouped as movers and. non-movers. It is evident 
that corresponding ranges do not differ 'tddely in grades 3B, 
3A, 4-B. and GA. In the remaining grades the disparity is 
extreme. It should be pointed out that all data for non-movers 
in grades 5B, 6A, SE, and aft should be L".'1terpreted with caution 
since they are based on less than ten oases in each instance. 
In general the non-movers have slightly higher median 
and mean MAGEs at each grade level than is true of movers. A 
comparison o.f the data for the median MAGE at each grade level 
for movers ru4d non-movers. as presented in TABI£ XIII, shows 
that it is higher for non-movers than for movers in all grades 
excepting grade 3A. The medians are the same for grade 8A. The 
mean MAGE is also higher at all grade levels for non-movers than 
for movers as shown in 'fABLE XIII. 
FIGURE 8 presents a comparison of median MAGE for movers 
and non-movers. It is obvious the median MAGE is consistently 
higher for non-movers than tor movers. This means that the 
median achievement should be higher among non-movers than for 
movers. 
The means of the MAGE tor movers and non-movers are com-
pared. in FIGURE 9. Here it is clear that the mean MAGE ot 
pupils classified as non-movers; is higher than for pupils classi-
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fied an movers. 'rho LVJ.ter:;;retJ.tion is that pupils grouped as 
non-movers ru'"'e expected to l1J.ake higher mean achievement scores 
than pupils grouped. as movers. 
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The standard deviation of the MAGEs for movers and non-
movers does not follow any particular :pattern. It is hiGher 
for non-movers in grades 3B, 4B, 6A, 3B. and 8A. For movers 
the standard deviation is higher for grades 3A. 5B, 6B, and ?B. 
Reading AqA*ev~m~t Scores Data. 
TABLE XIV contains data concerning the range. median, 
mean, and standard deviation of reading achievement scores for 
movers and. non-move:1:'s according to grades. The movers have a 
higher range in read;~g achievement for all grades except gradea 
3B and GB. In genera.l the trend of the size of the range tends 
toward increasing as the grade level increases. The highest 
range is 6.0 years for movers in grade ?B, while the lowest 
range is 1.3 years for grade 5B non-movers. 
FIGURE 10 shows the comparison of the range of reading 
achievement scores for movers and non-movers. With the excep-
tion of grades 3D and GB. changes in the range from one ~ade 
to next are parallel for both movers and non-movers. 
The median reading achievement is higher for non-movers 
than for movers in all grades except grade 8B. A comparison ot 
the data in TABLB XIV concerning the median reading achievement 
with the data in TABJ~ XIII concerning median MAGEs shows that 
3B 
3A 
4B 
5B 
6B 
SA 
7B 
.~"/ 3B 
SA 
TABLE XIV 
TIlE RANGE, MEDIAN', MF..,Mf t AND .sTAUDARD DEVIA'rION 
OF READING ACHIEV:sr{E':'"~T' SCORE.) FOR l-mVERS 
AND NOT l.;'10VERS 
Gra.de N Range Median He an S.D. 
Movers 14 1.5 2.4 2.4 0.432 
Non-movers 24- 2.4- 2.9 2.9 0.586 
Movers 24- 3.6 2.8 2.8 0.743 
Non-movers 21 3.1 2.9 3.1 0.750 
Movers 22 3.7 3.4 3.5 0.736 
Non-movers 21 1.7 3.6 3.6 0.452 
Movers 28 2.9 3.4- 3.8 0. 1117 
Non-movers 4 1.3 4.2 L}.l 0.512 
Movers 23 5.6 4.9 5.2 1.198 
Non-movers 19 5.8 5.2 5.6 1.621 
lfovers 24 5.1 5.3 ,.6 1.221 
Non-movers 7 3.1 6.2 5.9 1.041 
Movers 23 6.0 6.6 6.4 1.551 
Non-movers 11 3.7 7.3 7.5 1.080 
r:overs 14 4..3 8.0 7.6 1.317 
Non-movers 8 3.·5 7.8 7.9 0.984-
Movers 10 5.7 7.4 7.4 1.608 
Non-movers 6 4.4- 7.6 8.3 1.542 
Total 182 121 
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non-movers did not earn a median reading achievement score 
equal to the median MAGE for any grade. A similar comparison 
for movers shows that only for grade BB was the median reading 
achievement score equal to or above the median MAGE. Further, 
with the exception of grade 7B non-movers and 8B movers, all 
median achievement scores were below grade placement level. 
Shown in FIGURE 11 is the data comparing the median 
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reading achievement scores for movers and non-movers. The 
median is higher for non-movers for all grades except grade BB. 
The median scores are fairly close except for grades 5B, 6A, 
and 7B. 
The means of reading achievement scores, contained in 
TABLE XIV shows that the pupils grouped as non-movers have 
higher means than pupils grouped as movers. Only the non-movers 
in grade 7B have a mean reading achievement score which is at or 
above that grade level. 
The fact that the mean reading achievement 1s higher for 
non-movers than for movers is illustrated in FIGURE 12. It is 
also clear from FIGURE 12 that mean reading achievement scores 
tend to change in the same direction at each grade level for 
movers and non-movers, with the exception ot grade 8A. 
When the data for the reeding achievement means in 
TABLE XIV are compared with the MAGE means in TABLE XIII, it can 
be seen that the reading achievement means for the movers are 
below the corresponding MAGE means for each grade except grade ( 
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8B. In this single instance the reading mean of 7.6 is higher 
than the corresponding MAGE mean of 7.3. A similar comparison 
for non-movers reveals that mean reading achievement scores are 
below corresponding mean MAGEs for all grades except grade 7B. 
In additiont the standard deviation is smaller for non-moyers 
in all grades except grades 3B, 3A, and 6B. 
Wils wU12ed S move£s. TABLE XV contains correlation. 
coefficients of reading achievement scores with mental age grade 
expectancies EOr pupils grouped as movers. The lowest correla-
tion was' found. to be :minus .008 for grade BAt while the highest 
correlation ~cld .~l tor grade ?B. 
Gra.des 6B, 6At and ?B were the only grades where the 
correlations were significant at or beyond the .05 level. The 
correlation for all pupils combined was .345 which was signifi-
cant at the .001 level. Six grades had correlations less than 
.345. With the exception of grades 6B t 6At and ?B the relation-
ship between reading achievement scores and MAGEs is non-
significant, while it is highly significant when all pupils are 
combined. The reason for this apparent contradiction is that 
correlations for the grades were based on a small number of 
cases whereas the total correlation was based on a large number 
of cases by comparison. 
r 
TABLE XV 
PEARSON CORRELATIon COEFFICIEN'TS OF READIl1G 
ACHIEVEr1ENT SCOR'ES WITH flENTAL AGE 
GRADE EXPECTANCIES FOR PUl~LS 
CLASSIFIED AS MOVERS 
Grade Ii' r 
3D 14 .304- >.10 
3A 24 .186 ~.10 
4:8 22 .277 ,.10 
5B 28 .261 >.10 
6B 23 .403 £.05 
6A 24 .548 {.Ol 
7B 23 .681 (..001 
8B 14 .288 >.10 
8A 10 
-.008 >.10 
Total 182 .345 I.. .001 
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Pupils grouped as pon-movers. From the data in TABLE XVI 
it is seen that the correlations of reading achievement with 
mental age grade expectancies for pupils grouped as non-movers 
is generally higher than corresponding correlations for pupil~ 
~rouped as movers as shown in TABLE XV. One obvious exception 
is the negative correlation ot .959 tor grade 5B which must be 
viewed with caution since it is based on only four cases. 
The correlations for grades 3D, 3A, 4B, 6A, and SA were 
found to be significant beyond the .01 level. The total corre-
lation ot .420 was significant beyond the .001 level. Five 
grades. 3B, 3At 4B, 6A, and BAt had correlations higher than 
the total correlation of .420. The correlational evidence is 
that there is a eignificant relationship between reading 
achievement scores and MAGEs. 
Diffe£!Qce i:!Wfep CQ£relatigns ~ Reading SQ9£e§ Wit; MAGA§ 
For Hqvl£s _on-mgver~. 
Shown in TABLE XVII are data comparing correlation 
coefficients of reading achievement scores with MAGEs tor movers 
and non-movers. Non-movers have the higher correlations for 
grades 3D, 3A. 4B, 6A, and SA, while movers have the higher 
correlations tor grades 5B, 6B. ?B, and BB. Excluding grades 
5B and BA, which had negative correlations, the highest differ-
ence between correlations was for grade 3A and the lowest was 
for grade 6B. 
The z-transformation was used to test the significance of 
r 
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TABLE XVI 
PEARSON CORHELATIm~ COEFFICIENTS OF READING 
ACHIh"EMENT SCORES WITH MENTAL AGE 
GRADE EXPECTANOIES Fen PUPILS 
CLIL:'>JIFIBD AS NON-fl0VERS 
Grade N r P 
I 
3B 24 .517 <.01 
3A 21 .688 (.001 
4B 21 .630 < .. 01 5B 4 
-.959 .(.05 
6B 19 .293 ;>.10 
6A 7 .873 i..Ol 
7B 11 .226 ~.10 
8B 8 .135 >.10 
8A 6 .947 i..Ol 
, 
Total 121 .420 L.,..OOl 
! I 
I 
;.". 
-. 
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TABLE XVII 
COMPARISON OF PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICI~~S 
OF READING ACHIEVD1ENT SOORES WITH MENTAL 
AGE GRADE E...TI?ECTANCIES FOR MOVERS 
At'lD NON-MOVERS 
. p , 
Hovers Non-Movers 
Grade l'l r U r d zo 
I , • • 
3B 14- .304 24 • 51? 0.213 0.'103 
3A 24 .186 21 .688 0.502 2.070 
4B 22 .2?7 21 .630 0.353 1.390 
5B 28 .261 4 
-·.959 1.220 2.186 6B 23 .403 19 .293 0.110 0.376 
6A 24 .548 7 .873 0.325 1.350 
7B 23 .681 11 .226 0.455 1.435 
8B 14 .288 .8 .135 0.153 0.302 
SA 10 
--.008 6 .947 0.955 2.594-
, , 
• F 
Total 182 .345 121 .420 0.075 0.733 
..... 
·Z.O)=l.% 
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the difference between correlations. The correlations for non-
movers in grades 3A and SA were found to be significantly 
higher than for movers in these two grades, while the correla-
,tion for movers in grade 5B was significantly higher. The dif-
ference between the correlations baaed on the total ~uaber in 
the two groups of pupils proved to be non-significant. The 
evidence contained in fABLE XVII supports the oonclusion that 
with the exception noted. correlations or reading scores with 
MAGEs tor movers do not differ significantly from corresponding 
correlations tor non-movers. 
mi*~ g,£ou;egd .!§. Jlonm- The F-test data for the. 
homogeniety ot variance ot reading achievement scores and MAGEs 
for movers are contained in TABLE XVIII. It is observed that 
the variance ot reading achievement scores is higher than the 
variance ot MAGEs tor all grades except grades 3B and 5B. It is 
also noted that both sets ot variances tend to increase with 
increase in grade level. 
The F-test showed that the differenoe between variances 
was non-significant at all grade levels. This indicates that 
the variances are homogeneous. 
mAli qO'thled .u noa-mgvtr3 • When the variances ot 
reading aohievement soores and MAGEs tor non-movers are compared. 
TABLE XVIII 
THE V ARIANGE OF READING ACHIEVEMF..NT SCORES .AND 
MENTAL AGE GRADE EXPECTANCIES OF MOVERS 
;. 
,. 
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as shown in TABLE XIX, it is noted that the MAGE has the higher 
variance more often than reading scores. In the case of movers 
it was the reading score variance which was higher most fre-
quently. 
The F-test shows that grade 3A reading va.riance was 
significantly higher than the MAGE variance; that grade 4B MAGE 
variance is sign1ti~antly higher than reading variance; and 
that grades 6B and ?B reading variances are significantly 
higher than the corresponding KAGE variances. By contrast, it 
was shown in TABLE XVIII that none ot the variances tor movers 
dittered significantly. The evidence contained in TABLE XIX 
indicates that only for grades 3At 4B, 6Bt and ?B are there 
significant differences between the variances of reading 
achievement scores and HAGEs. 
Dit'ortPee Be~K!1B VarilPQei st Readins 800£ea !2£ MOVfr; ~ 
Ron-moVers. 
TABLE xx contains data comparing the variances ot reading 
achievement seores ot movers and non-movers. The variances for 
movers are higher than corresponding variances for non-movers at 
all grade levels except grades 3D, ,A, and 6B. 
The F-test showed that only tor movers in grade 4B was 
there a significant difference between variances. For this 
grade the variance of reading scores ot movers was significantly 
higher than the variance of reading scores for non-movers. It 
may be ooncluded. therefore, that with this single exception. 
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TABLE XIX 
THE VARIANCE OF READING AOHIEv}l1ENT SCOR~3 AND MENTAL 
AGE GRADE EXPECTA:.~CIE3 OF liON-MOVERS 
• . • • , t • 
, t 
Variance 
.... ~"".~ .... I , 
Grade Ii l1iad1DI !tAGH: 11 l' 
, 
• t 
, , 
,D 24 0.:544- 0.451 1.311 :> .25 
"A 21 0.562 0.243 2.313 <: .05 4B 21 0.204- 0.445 2.182 (.05 5B 4 0.262 0.175 1.500 ) .25 
6B 19 2.628 0.806 3.260 L..025 
6.4 ? 1.084 0.875 1.239 "??5 
rn 11 1.168 0.309 3.780 (.025 8 0.970 1.11:., 1.1?R >.?5 
SA 6 2.380 2.990 1.289 .>.25 
r I I , • 
, 
Total 121 
.. II t I , 
. 
Gl"ade 
31 
3A 
4:8 
5B 
6B 
6A 
7B 
SD 
SA 
Total 
TABLE XX 
THE VARIANCE OF READING ACHIEVEl1.ENT SCORES 
OF MOVEm; MiD Nmr-MOVERS 
110vers Non-Novers 
Ii -Variance Ii Variance F 
14- 0.186 24- 0 •. 344- 1.849 
24- 0.553 21 0.562 1.106 
22 0.541 21 0.204- 2.652 
28 0.514 4- 0.262 1.962 
23 1.436 19 2.628 1.830 
24 1.492 7 1.084- 1.376 
23 2.407 11 1.168 2.061 
14 1.7~ 8 0.970 1.787 
10 2.584- 6 2.980 1.085 
.. 
182 121 
, , 
P 
> .20 
~.25 
~.025 
).25 
>.10 
>.2; 
>.10 ).2; 
>.25 
the variances of the reading achievement scores of movers and 
non-movers do not differ significaqtly. 
D1fferePG~ Between Means of Readin6 Scores ~ MAGEs. 
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fYpil§ grouped !4 moveIi. How closely do pupils grouped 
as movers achieve reading scores which they are expected to 
achieve according to their MAGEs? The data presented in 
TABLE XXI provides the answer. It is shown in TABLE XXI that 
the means of reading achievement scores are below the means ot 
l1AGEs tor all grade levels except grade BB. 'With the exception 
ot grade BE all differences between means exceed 0., years, 
the highest difference between mean reading score and mean MAGE 
being 1., years tor grade 5B. 
The t-test of the difference between mean reading 
achievement scores and mean MAGE showed significance at the .001 
level tor grades 3B, 5B, and 6A. and at the .005 level for 
grades 'At 4B t 6B t and 7B. The difference between means proved 
to be non-significant tor grades SB and BA. With the two 
exceptions noted, it may be concluded that pupils grouped as 
movers did not achieve reading scores as expected according to 
their MAGEs. 
EuDils grQu~ed ~ nOS-l2v!ts. How well do pupils grouped 
as non-movers achieve in reading in relation to expected 
achievement as measured by their MAGEs? The data contained in 
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TABLE XXI 
t-TEST OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS OF READING 
AOHIEVErlENT SCORES AND MENTAL AGE GRADE 
EXPECTANCIES OF MOVERS 
•• I • I I , 4 1 
Means 
Grade N Reading MAGE d t P 
-
3D 14 2.4- ,., 0.9 5.'57 ~.001 3A 24 2.8 3.4 0.6 3.489 <.005 
4B 22 3.5 4.1 0.6 3.333 ~.OO5 5B 28 3.8 5.1 1.3 7.262 ~.OOl 
6B 23 5.2 6.2 1.0 3.773 ~005 
6A 24 5.6 6.6 1.0 4.1,2 .£.001 
7B 23 6.4 7.3 0.9 3.750 £..005 
8D 14- 7.6 7.' 0., 0.754- >.50 SA 10 7.4- 8.0 0.6 0.930 ~.40 
1'ot81 182 
• •• I • ,I I I 
. I I I' I i • .i I II 
8 
T.ABLE XXII sho'IFS the means of readi.n.g achievement scores and 
I'1AGEs, along with the t-test of the difference battleen the means. 
Only for grade ?B is the mean reading achievement score equal to 
or larger than the mean MAGE. The mean ftlAGE is larger than the 
mean reading score by as little as 0.1 years for bracle BA, end 
by as much as 1.2 years for grade 5B. 
The t-test o£ the difference between means shows signifi-
cance at the .001 level for gY!ades 3B, 3A, and 4B. at the .05 
level for grade 5B; at the .025 level for grade SB; and at the 
.01 level for grade 6A. ':rhe difference beijween means proved non 
significant for grades ?B,8B, and SA, With the exception ot 
grades ?B, 8B, and 8A, non-movers did not achieve reading 
achievement scores as predicted b7 their MAGEs. 
D1ft.£.nc!§ BI£y,en Heag R,adins Sgores st Hovers ~ Ngp-l9vl£§' 
Are movers as a group achieving better or poorer scores 
in reading than non-moTers? TABLE XXIII contains the means ot 
the reading achievement scores for movers and non-movers, and 
the t-test data regarding the difference between the means. One 
thing which stands out is the fact that the means for the movers 
is lower than the means for the non-movers tor all grades. The 
ditferenee between the means varies from 0.1 years for grade 4B 
to 1.1 years tor grade ?B. 
The d.1ffcrence between means was found to be significant 
at the .01 level for grade 3B and at the .025 level for grade 
p 
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TABLE XXII 
t-TEST OF DIFFERENOE BETVEEN MEANS OF READING 
ACHIEVmENT aOORID AND MENTAL AGE 
EXPECTANCIES OF NON-MOVERS 
" 
Means 
Grade N Reading MAGE d t P 
,D 24- 2.9 3.6 0.7 5.426 <.001 
,A 21 3.1 ,.6 0.5 4.098 <.001 
4B 21 3.6 4.2 0.6 4.545 <..001 
5B 4- 4.1 5.' 1.2 ,.252 <.05 6B 19 5.6 6.6 1.0 2.645 <.025 
6A 7 5.9 6.8 0.9 ,.861 <.01 
?B 11 7.5 1.4 0.1 0.289 >.80 
SB 8 7.9 8., 0.4 0.784 >-50 
SA 6 8.3 8.4- 0.1 0.400 >.70 
fotal 121 
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TABLE XXIII 
t-TE3T OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEIi l'1EANS OF READING i 
ACHIEVEM:mT scorus OF MOVERS AND liON-
110VERS 
i 
• 
Hovers Non-Movers 
. 
Grelle N" i'1ea."'1S If N'ea.l1s d t P 
, , I 
3:8 14 2.4 24- 2.9 0.5 2.8'+1 <.01 
3A 24 2.8 21 3.1 0.3 1.304 "7. 20 
4B 22 3.' 2l ,.6 0.1 0.528 >.50 5B 28 3.8 4 4.1 0.3 0.909 >.40 
6B 23 ,.2 19 5.6 0.4 0.870 >.40 
6A 24 5.6 ? 5.9 0.3 0-1? > .. 50 .b _ 
?B 23 6.4 11 7.' 1.1 2.500 {,. .025 8B 14 7.5 8 7.9 0.3 0.575 > .50 
8A 10 7.4 6 8.3 0.9 1.0:~n >.40 
Total 182 121 
7B. Differences between means were non-significant for all 
other grades. With the exception of ~ades ;B and ?B the 
evidence is that pupils who are grouped as movers did as well 
in reading as those grouped as non-movers. 
II. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MOBILITY AND 
ACHIEVEMENT IN ARITHMETIO 
Men~" Ail gra4e Expegtaasy Data. 
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Shown in TABLE xxrv are the data concerning the range t 
median, mean, and standard deviation of th3 MAGEs of movers and 
non-movers for pupils used in the arithmetic phase of this 
stu~. With the exception of grade 8A, pupils grouped as 
movers have a larger range 01'" MAGEs than non-movers.., For 
example. the range of the MAGEs for movers in grade 3A is 2.1 
years, while the range for non-movers in grade 3A 1s 1.9 years. 
In general the range of the MAGEs increases with each grade 
level increase. 
FIGURE 13 shows the comparison of the range of the l1AGE 
for movers and non-movers. It is clear here that the ranges do 
not var,y much for grades 3A and GA, with differences increasing 
at grades 8B and SA. It is also c1ea~ that the range of the 
MAGE for movers is greater than for non-movers at all grade 
levels except grade ~A. 
The median MAGE is higher for non-movers than for movers 
for grades 6A and 8B, but is lower for non-movers for grade 3A. 
--
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TABLE XXIV 
THE RANGE, MEDIAl~, MEAN t AND STANDARD DEVIATION 
OF MENTAL AGE GRADE EXPECTANOIESC MOVERS AND NON-MOVERS t FOR PUPILS D:r LUDED 
IN THE ARIT~"TIC PRASE OF STUDY 
, 
• 1 i • 
Grade N Range Median Mean S,D. 
• 
, 
• I 
3A. Movers 24 2.1 3.6 3.4 0.522 Non-movers 21 1.9 ;.; 3.6 0.494-
6A Hovers 24 ;.; 6.7 6.6 0.932 Non-movers 7 ;.2 6.8 6.8 0.9;6 
8B Movers 14- 'h4 7.1 7.3 1.057 Non-movers 8 ;.7 6.0 8.; 1.069 
Hovers 10 • 3.3 ?8 8.0 1.061 8A Non-movers 6 5.5 7.8 8.4 1.729 
.. 
Total 72 42 
• I 
9L~ 
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The medians are equal for movers and non-movers in grade 8A. 
Further, the medians of the MAGE are equal to or above grade 
placement for movers in grades 3A and 6A, and for non-movers in 
• 
grades 6A and 8B. 
The comparison of the medians of the MAGEs tor movers 
and non-movers are shown in FIGURE 14. Here it is seen that the 
medians vary but little for grades 3A and .GA, and are equal for 
grade 8A. 
The mean MAGE, as shown in TABLE XXIV, is higher for non-
movers. than tor movers tor all grade levels. In addition, the 
mean MAGE is at or above grade placement level for both movers 
and non-movers in grade 6A, and for non-movers in grades 3A and 
8B. 
Shown in FIGURE 15 is a eomparison of the means at the 
MAGEs for movers and non-movers. It is clear that the means for 
non-movers are slightly higher than for movers tor grades 3A and 
GA, the margin at difference increasing for grades 8B and 8A. 
With the exception of grade 3A, the standard deviation of 
the MAGE is slightly higher tor pupils grouped as non-movers. 
This means that there is slightl,. more var1abilit,. in the MAGEs 
of non-movers. This may be explained in part by the tact that 
the number of pupils who are non-movers is increasing smaller as 
the grade level increases. Such measures as the standard devi-
ation are hence based on extremely small samples. 
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A[iMhmetic Achievement 890£e8 DaM'. 
TABLE XXV contains data relating to the range, median, 
mean, and standard deviation of arithmetic achievement scores 
for movers and non-movers. It is noted that the range of 
achievement is higher for non-movers than for movers for all 
grades except grade 6A. The range of achievement also increases 
with increase in grade level. For example, the range for movers 
in grade 3A is 2.0 years and for movers in grade 8B it is 5.3 
years. 
FIGURE 16 compares the range of arithmetic aohievement 
for movers and non-movers. The ranges vary only slightly at 
gr~de 3A but become turther apart at grade 6A. It is also shown 
that, except tor grade GA, the range of achievement of non-
movers 1s higher than for movers. 
The median achievement in arithmetic is higher for non-
movers than tor movers at all grade levels. When the median 
achievement is related to grade placement, only the non-movers 
in gra4e aB with a median arithmetic achievement score of 8.2, 
earned a median score equal to their grade placement. 
The relationship between the medians ot arithmetic 
achievement of movers. and non-mOTers is shown in FIGURE 17. The 
median achievement ot. the non-movers is higher than for movers 
at grade 6A, but deviate sharply at grades 8B and SA. 
The mean arithmetic achievement data also revealed that 
non-movers as a group achieved higher scores than movers. For 
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TABLE XXV' 
THE RANGE, MEDIAN I MEAN. AND STANDARD DEVIATION 
OF ARITID1ETIC ACHIEVEMENT SCORES, MOVERS 
AND NOlf-MOVERS t FOR PUPILS INCLUDED 
IN THE ARITHMETIC PHASE OF STUDY 
I 
, 
Grade I' Range Median Mean S.D. 
• • 
3A Movers 24 2.0 2.8 2.9 0.574 Non-movere 21 2.2 3.4 3.3 0.513 
6A Movers 24 4.5 5.5 5.6 1.160 Non-movers 7 3.0 5.6 5.7 0.928 
8B Movers 14 5.3 7.1 7.4- 1.300 Non-movers 8 6.3 8.2 7.6 1.762 
8A Movers 10 ;.1 7.1 7.4 1.077 Non-movers 6 4.0 7.7 8.2 1.554-
, 
• Total 72 42 
• ~ I 
, 
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each grade, however. the mes,n. achievement score was below tb,at 
required ot the grade placement level. 
The means ot arithmetic achievement are Gompared in 
FIGURE 18. While the mean score or the non-movers is slightly 
. 
higher than the mean score tor the movers at grades 3A, GA, and 
8B, it is 0.8 years higher at grade 8A. 
The increasing size of the standard deviation trom one 
grade to the next indicates that the variability at pupil 
achievement increases with increase in grad,e level. For grades 
3A and 6A the non-mOTers have the smaller standard deviation, 
while tor grades 8B and SA the movers have the smaller standard 
deviation. 
When the arithmetic achievement data in fABLE XXV are 
compared with the MAGE data in TABLE XXIV these taets are 
revealed. The median MAGE is higher than the median achievement 
among movers tor all grade levels except grade SB where the two 
medians are equal. The'median MAGE is higher than the median 
achievement among non-movers tor grades 6A and BAt but lower tor 
grades 3A and SB. The mean MAGE is higher than the mean ari1sh-
metic achievement tor movers tor all grades except grade 8B. 
Finally, the mean I'IAG'E is higher than the mean arithmetic 
achievement score tor non-movers tor all grades. 
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TABLE XXVI 
PEARSON OORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF ARIT~IC 
ACHIEVEMENT SOORE3 \JITH MENTAL AGE GRADE 
EXPECTANOIES lOR PUPILS CLASSIFIED 
AS MOVERS 
105 
data concerning the correlation of arithmetic achievement scores 
with f1AGEs for pupils grouped as move~s. The correlations are 
.640, .662, .644, and .422 for gTades 3A, 6A, 8B, and 8A 
respectively. These correlations were significant at the .001 
level for grades 3A and GA, and at the .02 level for grade 8B. 
For grade 8A the correlation was non-significant. 
The total oorrelation was round to be .60 which was 
significant at the .001 level. It is clear that there is a 
significant relationship between arithmetic aohieV0ment scores 
and tlAGEs among pupils grouped as movers. 
flap,., f£2DPld Y. aoa-moy,rs. Data relating to the 
correlation coefficients of arithmetio achievement and MAGEs for 
non-movers are contained in TABLE XXVII. Only one oorrelation, 
that ot .565 for grade 3A, was significant. The total correla-
tion ot .460 vas sign1ticant at the .001 level. F~lure to 
obtain signiticant correlation for grades GA, 8B, and 8A was 
probably due to small sample size in each case. 
Hii:m\fiig~';:;:04i5. 9.t AdtyttiQ Segal Wits 
Shown in TABLE XXVIII are data comparing correlation 
coefficients of arithmetic achievement scores with MAGEs tor 
movers and non-movers. Movers have the higher correlations tor 
all grade levels except grade 8A. 
With the use of the z-transformation the test ot the dit-
r , 106 
TABLE XXVII 
PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIEl,'fTS OF-ARITHMETIC 
ACHIEVEMENT SCORES WITH MENTAL AGE GRADE 
EXPECTAnCIES FOR PtJPILS·CLAS3I1IED 
AS NON-MOVERS 
I I •• 
; I II I • 
I I I , t 
Grade N r P 
, I 
~A 21 .565 .01 
SA 7 .276 >.10 
8B 8 .. lOS > .. 10 
8A 6 .745 .10 
• I I 
, 
• F n 
Total 42 .460 .001 
• ••• 
.... I • 
, 
• 
r 
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TABLE XXVIII 
COMPARISON OF FE~tsON OORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
OF ARITHMETIO ACRIEVEMEN~t' SCOP-.E3 ~lITIl 
MENTAL AGE Gltl' .. DE F~P.ECTAlrcIES FOR 
MOVERS AND NOI··PlOVERS 
Movers Non-Hovers 
Grade N ~-- . N z· r l' d 
3A 24 .640 21 .565 .070 0.367 
6A 24- .562 7 .276 .386 0.937 SB 14- .544- 8 .108 .536 1.220 
8A 10 .422 6 .74; .323 0.745 
'lot a! 72 .500 42 .460 .140 0.980 
, 
t 
-t .. O;-l.96 
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terence betweoll correlatiolls proved to be non-significant at all 
grade levels. Similarly, the difference between total correla-
tions proved to be non-significrult. The conclusion from the 
evidence is that the correlations of arithmetic scores '<lith 
HAGEs for movers does not dL::'fer from corresponding correlations 
for non-movers, 
PuP"tt f£2UP!<1 !it mgve.ii" The variances of arithmetic 
SCOres and MAGEs for movers are contained in TABLE cnx, along 
with the F-test data. The variances of the arithmetic scores 
are all higher than corresponding variances tor MAGEs. The 
F-test, however, showed that the difference between all paired 
variances for eaoh grade was non-significant. 
fipils SEgu~ed ~ Bon-mOVets. Data relative to the 
variances ot arithmetic achievement scores and MAGEs for non-
movers are presented in TABLE XXX. The variance of arithmetic 
achievement scores is higher than the variance of MAGEs for 
grades 3A, and 8D, whereas the MAGE variance is higher for 
grades 6A and 8A. The F-test showed that differences between 
variances were non-significant at all grade levels. 
i&if*i~~S B§tween Variane~s st Aritpmetic Seores !2£ Mov!rs 
A 9A::;mgVtA§ • 
When the variances of arithmetic achievement scores are 
r 
TABLE XXIX 
THE VARIANCE 011 ARIT~IO ACHIEVEMENT SCORES AND 
MENTAL AGE GRADE EXPEOTANClES OF MOVERS 
I t I 
Variance 
Grade AritHmetic MAGE P 
3A 24 0.330 0.273 1.208 .25 
6A 24 1.~ 0.867 1.554- .20 
8B 14 1.694- 1.120 1.512 .25 
SA 10 1.162 1.126 1.032 ;>.25 
Total 72 
10') 
"p 
r 
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TABLE :xxx 
T1IE VARIANCE OF ARITHMETIC ACHIE'VEMENT SCORES AND 
ftENTAL AGE GRADE EXPEQTANCIES OJ' NON-MOVERS 
, I 
I 
Variance 
Grade N Arithmetic MAGE F P 
I 
,A. 21 0.263 0.243 1.082 >.25 
6A 7 0.862 0.875 1.015 ;>.25 
SD a 3.106 1.143 2.717 .10 
8A 6 2.471 2.990 1.210 >.25 
Total 42 
I • 
r 
III 
compared, as 8hOt.~ in TABLE XXXI. it is observed that the 
varian.ce 113 higher for non-movers for grades 8B and 8A and 
lower for non-movers in gTades 3A and This means that there 
was less variability. in scores among non-movers in grades ;A and 
GAt and lese variability among movers for grades 8B and SA. The 
F-teet for the difrerence between variances proved all to be 
non-significant. 
PuRi~s bEoYRiQ Ai m.0yet§. How closely do pupils grouped 
as movers achieve arithmetic scores which they are expected to 
achieve based on their MAGEs? The data contained in TABLE XXXIIJ 
shows that the mean MAGE is higher than the mean arithmetic 
score t~r each grade except tor grade aB. The differenee varies 
by as little as one-tenth of a year for grade aB to one year tor 
grade 6A. 
The t-test of the difference between the mean arithmetic 
score and the mean MAGE showed a significance of .001 for grades 
3A and 61. The ~ifferences were non-significant for grades 8B 
and 8A. Only in grades aB and SA were pupils achieving arith-
metic scores as expected in terms of their taGEs. 
~n11$ grqypeq !I nOD-movers. How well do pupils grouped 
as non-movers achieve in arithmetic in relation to expected 
achievement as predicted by their MAGEs? From the data shown 
in TABLE XXXIII lDe!$' ~uo_d that the mean It.1GE b ht her than 
ll2 
• 
TABLE XXXI 
THE VARIANCE OF A:1Il1mIErIC AGHIEV:EJ:rEWI' :JOORES 
OF ftOl'.EBS AND NON-HOVERS 
• • • 
, 
. , 
Movers Non-Movers 
, 
Grade II Variance N Variance F P 
4 
:;A 24 0.,,0 21 0.263 1.178 >.25 
SA 24 1.348 7 0.862 1.563 .20 
8B 14 1.694- 8 3.106 L.834 .20 
SA 10 1.160 6 2.471 2.130 .25 
i • 
Total 72 42 
• 
, 
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TABLE XXXII 
t-TE3T OF DIFFERENOE BErl'VEEN MEANS OF A....t(ITFI1'1ETIC 
ACHIEVEMENT SCORES AND MENTAL .AGE GRADE 
EXPECTANCIES OJ' MOVERS 
• 
Means 
, 
Grade IV Arithmetic lUGE d t P 
1 
3A 24 2.9 3.4 0.5 ,5.154 .001 
6.1 24 5.6 6.6 1.0 5.434 .001 
8B 14 7.4- 7.3 0.1 0.385 .70 
SA 10 7.4 8.0 0.6 1.765 .10 
• 
Total 72 
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TABLE XXXIII 
t-TEST OF DIFF.EREriCE BETWEEN MEANS OF AnITHMETIC 
ACHIEVEMENT SCORES AND MENTAL AGE GRADE 
EXPECTANCIES OF NON-MOVERS 
• ] 
Means 
I Ii 
Grade N .Arithmetic JDlGE d t P 
• 
, 
3A 21 3.3 3.6 0.3 2.727 .025 
6A. 7 5.7 6.8 1.1 2.402 .05 
8B 8 7.6 8.3 0.7 0.945 .40 
8A. 6 8.2 8.4 0.2 o.!)?? .70 
Total 42 
• I • • 
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the m~an ari tnmet:tc :3core for each 3ro.dc level. The dev-iati.ons 
vary from two-t'")nth of a yc.?tr for c;ra1e 8A to 1.1 years for 
f;rado 6A. 
Th~ difference betueen means "ras significant at the .025 
level for e;rade 3A and at the .05 level tor Grade GA. 11'he di.f-
ference pro'red to be non-significant for grades 8B and SA. 
Only for grades 8B and 8A were pupils as a ~oup achieving 
arithmetic scores as predicted by their MAGEs. 
i*"'£tD21 Between MeAP Ar~~hmli" Sgo£!S 2t MOV!E§ ~ 
2I:)i":.l\QIers • 
Are movers or non-movers the better achievers in arith-
metie? ShO'lrID in TABLE r£..xIV are the data rela.ted to this 
question. It is seen that the means 0' the non-movers are 
higher than the means of the nOTers tor all grades. Only for 
grade 3A, however, did the non-movers achieve a mean score which 
was significantly higher than the mean score of the movers. 
This difference was significant at the .025 level. All other. 
differences proved to be non-significant. With the exception of 
grade 3A. non-movers as a group are no better achievers in 
arithmetic than movers as a group. 
III. SUM.'1ARY 
H9bi11x~ ~ ACA~evlmeat ~ Beading. 
Separate analysis of the correlation of reading scores 
with MAGEs showed non-significance for all grades except grades 
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TABLE XXXIV 
t-TF.BT OF DIFFERENCE BET\~EErr MEANS OF ARITHMETIC 
ACHIEVET'lENT SCCRE3 OF MOVERS AND NON-MOVERS 
.... 
Movers Non-Movers 
Grade tIT .... 11 Me~"ls ~T Means d t P 
3A 24 2.9 21 3.3 0.4- 2.L;.09 .025 
SA 24- 5.6 7 5.7 0.1 0.222 .50 
sa 14 7.4 8 ~.6 0.2 0.263 .50 SA 10 7.4 6 .2 0.8 1.023 .40 
, 
Total 72 4·2 
. , • . 
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6B, 6A, and 7R movers 'Hhere the cignificAnce was a.t the .05 
level or beyond. For non-movers th~ ~orrelations were.signifi-
cant beyond the .05 lavel tor all zr,9.d')13 except r;rao.es 6B. ?B, 
and 8B. The z-transformation test of the difference between 
the correlations of the tttlO groups ot pupils shot<led R d.ifference 
"/hlch was stgnit1eantl;y higher for non-movers in grades ,3A and 
BAt and for movers in grade 5B. With these three exceptions 
the correlations obtained by the two groups of pupils did not 
var,r signifioantly_ 
Conoer.ning the difference between variances in reading 
scoree and MAGEs of ~overSt the F-test showed tho differences 
to be non-significant for all grade levels. The 41tteranoe 
between variances ot reading scores and ~~GE$ for non-movers 
proved to be significant for grade3A when the reading variance 
was higher t grade 4B where the MAGE var1ance wa.s higher. and 
grades 6:8 and 7B where the .ii.aSing variance was higher. The 
variance of the rea9.!ng scores ot movers and non-lnovers proved 
to be signifioantly ditferent only tor grade 4B where movers had 
the higher variance. 
with reference to pupils grouped as movers the t-test ot 
the ditference between mean reading achievement scores and mean 
MAGEs showed the means of the MAGEs to be sign1tie~tly higher 
at the .001 level for grades ,B. 55, and GA. and at the .005 
level for grades 'At 4B t GB t and 7B. The difference between 
means proved non-significant for grades sa and SA. 
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For pup:tls grouned as non-movers the !"lean MAGEs were 
significantly h:Lgher than the mean read:tng achievement scores 
for grades 3Bt 3A, 4B. 5Bt 6B. and ~I\. With the e:'l~ception o:f 
grades ?B, 8R. and 8A, pupils grouped M non-movers did. not 
attain reading achievement scores ap, predicted by their ~~GEs. 
\fuen the mean readine ach.ievement scores of movers and 
non-movers were compared. the t-test indJ.cated that a signifi-
cant Clit!erence existed only for €;rades 3B and ?B. In both 
eases the non-movers had the higher mean scores. In general 
non-movers were no better achievers in readin~ than moverc. 
HOR~l*ty Ial A~ev"'Dt ia A;1t blet&s-
The correlation of arithmetic scores with MAGEs for 
pupils grouped as movers showed that only for grade 8A was the 
correlation non-significant. Similar data for pupils grouped as 
non-movers indicated that a significant correlation ot arith-
metic scores with MAGEs existed only for grade 3A• Further, the 
z-transf'ormation test of the d1.tf'erence between correlations at 
each grade tor the two groups of pupils showed non-significance 
tor all grades. 
The differenoes between variances ot arithmetic scores 
and 11AGEs for movers showed non-significance tor all grade 
levels. Furthermore. the differences between the variances of 
the aritbmetic scores of the movers and non-movers proved to be 
non-significant, 
~pils grouped as movers in grades 3A and 6A achieved 
moan aritt.11letic zccrS3 vJ:ticn wern rzig.nific3.!ltly 101'Ter at th~ 
.001 level than correspondinG mean I:t'..GEs. The differences 
between Lleans were non-significant for g:":'ado.n 8E a:nd 3lt. The 
same pattern of achievement prevailed tor pupils grouped as 
non-movers. 
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The differences between mean arithmetic scores of movers 
and non-movers ~oved to be noa-s1gniticant for all grades 
except for grade ';A. Non-movells h gra.de 3. had. a mean arith-
metic score "'11ich was significantly higher than the mean. arith-
metic scOre for movers in grade 3A. In general the pupils 
grouped as movers were achieving as well in arithmetic as pupils 
grouped as non-movers. 
CHAP":';;:1 V 
GRADE STkllU3 PROGR~3S OF FUPIL.3: OVER-, 
This cha:pter will focus :m th;3 following four questions: 
(1) Does the p3rcentage of pupils w~o are under-, par-, and 
over-achievers in reading according to grade placement differ 
significantly from the corres~onding percentage of pupils 
achieving at the corresponding levels according to HAGEn? 
(2) Does the percentage of pupils who are under-, par-, and 
over-achiE:n.1'€U'''~~ i:1 ari-!ilunetic according to grade pl'lcomeni; differ 
signif.icantly from the corresponding peroentage of pupils 
aehiev~g at the correspond~.g levels according to MAGE3? 
(3) Does the percentage of pupils who are under-,.pa.--, and 
over-achievers in rea~.-&_ agcording to grade placement differ 
significantly from the corresponding percentgG6 ~f pupil~ who 
are achieving at the corresponding levels in arithmetic accord-
ing to ~~~~_~nt? (4) Does the percentage 0.£ pupils whO 
are under-, par-. and over-achievers in rea<!!~.I3"_~rdi!lg to 
--"--"~ 
rlAGEs di.f'.f'er significantly from the corresponding percentage ot 
pupils who are achieving at the corresponding levels in arith-
metic aecording to ~~G£? 
Chronological ~~e and firade plaeement. The relationship 
between chronological age and the grade placement of' pupils is 
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shown in TABLE XXXV. Entries in the boxed cells indicate the 
number.o£ pupils who are par-age, that is, at the chronological 
age they should be for their grade placement, namely, the grade 
in which they are enrolled. For example, seven pupils are par-
age, while thirty-one pupils are over-age for grade 3B. There 
are no pupils who are under-age in this grade. In faet, there 
are only three pupils who are under-age, one for each of grades 
6B, GA, and SA. There are 259 pupils who are over-age and 41 
who are par-age. The entries above the boxed cells show over-
aged pupils and entries below the boxed cells show under-aged 
pupils. 
The percentage of pupils who are over-, par-, and under-
age 1s shown in TABLE XXXVI. It is quite evident that the 
pupils used in this study were predominantly over-aged. 
Reading !chiev!ment ~ grade Rlacement. The distribu-
tion of reading achievement scores for each grade is contained 
in TABLE XXXVII. Entries in the boxed cells indicate the num-
ber ot pupils achieving a reading score required tor that speci-
fic grade level or grade placement. These pupils are par-
aChievers with respect to grade placement. These entries above 
the boxed cells indicate the number of over-achievers and the 
entries below indicate the number of under-achievers with 
respect to grade placement. For example, in grade 6A three 
pupils are par-achievers, three over-achievers, and twenty-five 
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TABLE XXXV 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF OHROnOLOGICAL AGES PAIRED 
WITH GRADE PLACEMF~T . 
Grade 
Placement 3B 3A 4B 5B 6B 6A ?B SE SA Total 
Chronological 
Age 
16.0-16.4 1 1 
15.5-15.9 1 1 2 4 
15.0-15.4 0 1 2 3 
14.5-14.9 1 1 4- 4 :; 13 
14.0-14.4 1 ~ 6 ') r: 17 .,t L.. ./ 
13.5-13.9 0 6 ? ~ &1 [21 27 13.0-13.4 0 5 7 1 28 
12.;-12.9 ~ 7 4 ~ 19 12.0-12.4 1 10 ~ 21 11.5-11.9 2 6 9 20 11.0-11.4 1 2 5 I~ [?lJ 17 
10.5-10.9 2 2 6 m 1 20 10.0-10.4 :; :; 19 32 
9.5- 9.9 5 15 8 28 
9.0- 9.4 :; 20 m 26 
8.5- 8.9 HI III 20 8.0- 8.4 ? 
7.5- 7.9 
Over-Age 31 42 40 25 37 27 29 1;;, .:..3 259 
Par-Age ? :; :; ? 4 :; 5 7 2 41 Under-Age 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 3 
Total 38 45 43 32 42 :;1 34 22 16 303 
T. 
• 
TABLE xx:IVI 
NUMBER AND PER OENT OF PUPILS \fflO ARE OVER- t PAR-, 
AND UNDER-AGE IN RELATION TO GRADE PLAOEMENT-
Over-Age 
Par-Age 
Under-Age 
Total 
Source of data ~ABLE XXXV 
Number 
259 
41 
~ 
Per Oent 
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TABLE XXXVII 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBU'l'ION OF READING ACRI:CVEMENT 
SCORES PAIRED WITH GRADE PLACEMENT 
I • 
Grade 
Placement 3B 3A. 4B 5B 6B 6A. ?B 8B 8A Total. 
, 
Reading 
Score 
12.0 
Il.5-1l.9 1 1 
11 .. 0-11.4 1 1 
10.5-10.9 0 0 
10. ()o..lO.4 0 0 
9.5- 9.9 .3 1 0 4 
9.0- 9.4 2 0 1 1 4-
3.5- 0.9 1 0 1 2 rnI 4-
3.0-. 3.4 2 0 4 roll 1 17 7.;- 7.9 0 1 1 2 ?I: ? 
"'" 7.0- 7.4- 3 0 LID 1 5 17 
,.. 5-'"' 9 ~ t3l 3 1 2 16 o. 0_ 6.0- 6.4 1 4 7 1 0 15 5.5- 5.9 0 4 4 0 1 0 9 5.0- 5.4 0 i2I 3 9 2 0 2 18 
'f 5 I, 0 2 ~ 5 9 5 3 2 27 'T. - -" • .,; :~. 0- ·!1-.4 1 2 6 3 , 1 22 3.5- 3.9 4 ml 15 4 6 1 36 
3.0- 3.4 rt1 8 13 12 1 41 
"'5-"'9 -. (- .. 11 ll~ 6 2 1 34 
2.0- 2.4 12 11 1 1 25 
1.5- 1.9 3 1 4 
1.0- 1.4 1 1 
lie 
Over-Achievers 5 4 2 0 13 3 9 4 3 43 Par-Achievers 7 6 6 2 2 :7 8 10 0 44 Under-Achievers 26 35 35 30 27 25 17 8 13 216 
I 
Total 38 4; 43 32 42 31 34 22 16 ;03 
• 
Means 2.7 2.9 3.; 3.8 5.4 ;.? 6.8 7.? 7.? 
, 
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are under-achieveru. 
, 'llhe great spread in reading achievament is illus·trated 
by the fact tllut in grade 8A there aI:e two pupils reading at a 
51'ada 5 level and two pupils reading a't the third yea:r high 
school lovel. ';';imilarly t in. grade ,3A there is Ol1e pupil read-
ing at the first grade level and two pupils rdading at the 
lovel of -che second semester of grade 4. 'l!lle sh.ape of the dis-
tribution shows that the range ot reading ability increases 
with increase in grade level. 
FROM TABLE XXXVIII it is 88en that with respeot to grade 
placement 216 pupils or 71 per cent are under-aohievers. 44 
pupils or 15 per cent are par-aeluevers. and 43 pUpils or 14 
per cent are over-achievers. The evidence is olear at this 
point that the pupils used in this study were mainly under-
achievers in reading with respect to grade placement. 
AritAm~t.c a~hievem;nt ~ Stade placement. The distri-
bution of arithmetic achievement scores with respect to grade 
placement is shown in TABLE XXXIX. One thing which stands out 
is the increase in the range of achievement from one grade to 
the next as evidenced by the increase in the lengths of the 
columns. I!'or example, in grade 3A the range of achievemen't is 
from 1.5 years to 4.9 years, a spread of 3.4 years. For grade 
8B the range of achievement is from 4.5 years to 11.4 years, or 
seven years. 
. I 
• 
TABLE XXXVIII 
NUMBER AN. D PER CENT OF UNDER-! PAI?~ AND 
OVER-AOHIEVERS IN READING AcCORDING 
TO GRADE PLAOEMENT· 
Number Per Cent 
Over-Achievers 4J 14" Par-Achievers 44 1~ 
Under-Achievers ~ • Total 
Source of data TABLE XXXVII 
.a 
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TABLE XXXIX 
FREQ,UENCY DISTRIBUTION OF ARITHI'!ETIC ACHIEVEMENT 
BOOHm PAIRED WITH GRADE PLACEMENT 
Grade 
P~acem.ent 3A 6A 8D 8A Total 
Arithmetic 
Soore 
11.0-11.4- 1 1 
10.5-10.9 1 1 2 
10.0-10.4- 0 1 1 9.5- 9.9 0 0 0 9.0- 9.4 1 1 2 
€l.5- 8.9 1ft [2J 4-8.0- 8.4- 1 0 2 7.5- 7.9 1 3 , 7 7.0- 7.4- ~ 5 ,; 11 6.5-~.9 ,; 2 ? 6.0- f).4 3 2 9 5.5- 5.9 5 1 1 7 5.0- 5.4- 6 0 6 
4.5- 1"'.9 1 5 1 7 
11-.0- 4.4- 1 .... 4-;) ,.5- 3.9 if 1 12 3.0- 3.4- 15 ?.g: 2.9 11 11 
2. 2.4- 4 4-
1.5- 1.9 2 2 
1.0- 1.4-
~r-Aeh1ever3 2 5 5 :; 15 Par-Achievers 11 2 1 2 16 !Under-Achievers 32 24- 16 11 8:; 
~otal 45 31 22 16 114 
['ieane 3.1 5.6 7.5 ?? 
r 
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From TABLE XL it is seen that of -the ll/j. pupils used in 
this phase of the study, 83 pupils or 73 per cent were under-
achievers, 16 pupils or 1'+ per cent were llar-achieve:::-s. and 15 
pupils or 13 per cen-I; were over-achievers. As for reading. 60 
for arithmetic, the data indieatesthat these pupils m3:3' be 
characterized a.s predominantly under-achiever::; with respect to 
grade placement. 
Rtl4&aS aSCQiev!Mnt !a iEtia'i2n a ~~. Shown in 
TABLE XLI is the dlatr1bllt1on 01 reading aohieTeaent scores 
with respect to expected sco~ ... determined by the MAGE. The 
entr1e. in the boxe~ cells wh1~h torm the d1agonal ind1cate the 
number ot pupils who achieved reading scores which matched the! 
MAGEs. For example, seven pupil-s whose MAGEs were in the class 
interval of 3.5-3.9 7ears received reading ach1e?e.ent scores 
in this class-interval. Thes$ pupils are par-achievers with 
3!'e8~ to their mGEs. 
The entries 1n the cells below the boxed cells represent 
the number ot pupils who achieved reading scores below their 
MAGEs. For example. a total of sixteen pupils who had MAGEs in 
the class-interval of 4.o-4.l~ years received rea.ding scores 
below the corresponding class-interval for achievement. These 
pupils are under-achievers lli th respect to their MAGEs. Using 
the same class-interval or 4.0-4.4 years. one pupil received a 
reading score above this interval for achievement and so is an 
over-achiever with respect to his MAGE. 
* 
TABLE XL 
NUMBER AL"'lD PEROENTAGE OF UNDER... PAR-· AND OVER-ACHI~~ERS IN ARI~~~IC ACCORDiNG 
TO GRADE PLAOEt'"iEi;;T· 
• A't 
Number Per Cent 
• 
Over-Achievers 15 13" Par-Achievers 16 14~ 
Under-Achievers ra • Total 
Souroe of data TABLE XXXIX 
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~~ 
( 
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TABLE x:tr~ 
'.,: 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OJ READING SCORES .. AND HEN'!' AL AGE GJW)E En'EOTAN'Ons 
. " 
: : :!i ': = ::;: . I • ~ I ~. :: I: I : ': ! Ilii! I 
Mental Age 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.06., 7.0 7-5 8.0 8., 9.0 9., 10.0 10., 11.0 11., 
Grade Expeotancy 2.4 2.9 3.4 3.9 4.4 4.9 5.4 5.9 6.4 6., 7.4 7.9 8.4- 8.9 9,4- '.9 10,4 110.9 11.4 11., 
Reading Score '.'j [gi' 
.1 12.0-12.4 r" '>'., 11.5-11.9 [Q:r 1 11.0-11.4 1 l. 10.5-10.9 0 {Qj 0 10.0-10.4- rp lID 0 0 9.5- 9.9 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 4 9.0- 9.4 0 1 1: 
.. ~ If 0 0 II-8.5- 8.9 1 1 0 
* 
0 0 0 II 8.0- 8.4 1 6 ~ 0 1 0 1~ 7.5- 7.9 0 0 2 0 0 0 1~ 7.0- 7.4 P m 1 1 0 1 1 6.5- 6.9 1 1 ~ , ! 0 1 14 6.0- 6.4 1 0 1 '5 1 o· j 5.5- ;.9 0 1 fZ1 2 2 2 0 0 5.0- 5.4 1 Ll 4 2 4 5 0 0 1 4.5- 4.9 1 1 ~ ,; ,; 4- :; 0 1 ~ .. t' 4.0- 4.4 1 ~. IJJ 6 0 :5 0 1 1 
t 
3.5- 3.9 1 &1 5 7 ,; 2 1 0 1 1 " :;.0- 3.4 & 11 6 3 6 4- :a 0 41 2.5- 2.9 1 6 17 2 4 '.;. 1 ,. , f 2.0- 2.4· fl] 5 14 2 1 2 -; ~ ,,; 1.5- 1.9 4- 0 " , 1.0- 1.4 1 1 
i 
Over-Aohievers 1 4 7 4 1 2 2 2 11 11J 8 t a 1 0 0 0 0 0 55 ';:.1 Par-Achievers 1 ,; 7 7 1 :; 1 2 0: 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 J2 i ~ Under-Achievers 0 9 20 30 16 21 23 13 ~2, 15 22 l' '1 , 0 :; 0 0 1 . 6 '\ 
~ Total 2 16 34- 41 18 26 26 17 19 26 32 21 10 8 0 1 0 0 1 '03 1 ''J. " .. .;. 
" 
'I ' 
! ij . t, 
>'1 ~ 
. 
" , ~, ' . 
TABLE XIJI may also be read in the ;following manner. Four 
pupiln 'tihose l'lAGE1:l are in the clans-interval of 4.5-1~ •. 9 years 
enrned. read.ing scores 'in the clacs-interval of :?5·:?f) years. 
In other words, these four pupils eanlcc readinG Geores which 
tv$re two years below expected achievement. In like ma."mer t c:ue 
pupil who had a r'f •. AGE in the claGs-interval of 6.5-6.9 yea:rs 
earned a reading score in the class-interval of 11.0-11.4 years, 
approx1mately tlve years abOYe expected achievement. 
It is observed that the length ot the columns beneath 
the boxed cells tends to inorease from left to rightM oom-
pared with the length ot the columns above the boxed cells. 
This indicates that ~he preponderance ot pupils achieved read-
ing scores which were below their MAGEs. 
Contained in TABLE XLII is the number and per cent ot 
pupils aehieving at three levels in reading according to their 
MAGEs. Thus 216 pupils or 71 per cent are under-achievers, ~2 
pupils or 11 per cent are par-achievers, and 55 pupils or 1S 
per cent are over-achievers. The evidence continues to support 
previOUS observations that the majorit7 ot the pupils.were 
under-achievers t in this instance with respect to thelr M.A.GEs. 
!sr1tgmet1g !~h*evewm4 ~ teJ,a1(1on .t2. ~ MAGE. The fre-
quency distribut10.n ot arithaetio achievement scores and !'1MBe 
are contained in TABLE XLIII. This table should be read in the 
same manner as TABLE XLI. The increase in the length ot the 
columns trom lett to right indicates increasing varlab111t7 
• 
TABLE XLII 
~:-=IW~~ ~UNJrA~C~~i!GAND 
TO MAGE· 
Over-Achievers 
Par .... Achievers 
Under-Achievers 
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of achievement scores as the MAGE increases. Further, the 
position of the diagonal formed by the bolted cells shows that 
the majority of the pupils are under-achievers with respect to 
their MAGEs. 
TABLE XLIV shows that, with respect to their MAGEs as 
compared with their arithmetic achievement scores, 68 pupils or 
60 per cent are under-achievers, 21 pupils or 18 per cent are 
par-achievers, and 25 pupils or 22 per cent are over-achievers. 
Out of 114 pupils only 46 pupils earned arithmetic scores equal 
~o or above their MAGEs. It is obvious trom this n1deJlce that 
the pupils used in this study as a group were not achieving in 
arithmetic as expected in terms of their MAGEs. 
Co:;pa;:i§qn !Jl. readatS a<;Mevemepl( a<;9gr4;t.ns t2 S;adl 
pl!ce.tnt and MAGE. Data relating to reading achievement based 
on grade placement and MAGEs are shown in TABLE XLV. It is 
seen that ?l per c.ent of the pupils are under-achievers with 
respect to grade placement and MAGE, 15 per cent are par-
achievers with respect to grade placement and 11 per cent with 
respect to MAGE; and 14 per cent are over-achievers with 
respect to grade placement and 18 per cent with respect to MAGE. 
The z-transformation test proved the difference between 
percentages to be non-significant. This means that in the 
routine of placing pupils in grades the percentage of pupils 
whose reading achievement scores will fall at one ot the three 
• 
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levels of achievement w1th respect to grade placement, will not 
d1ffer:s1gnif1cantly from the percentage of pupils whose scores 
fall at the corresponding levels of achievement according to 
their MAGEs. The extent of under-, par-, and over-achievement 
was the same regardless to whether grade placement or the MAGE 
was used as the standard for prediction. 
ComRl£isos at 1E1~hIe~~g &chif!lllQt agcordins ~ 5£td. 
Rlaxement .!Wl~. TABLE XLVI contains data relevant to the 
, 
percentage of pupils who were achieving at three levels in 
arithmetic according to grade placement and the MAGE. It is 
seen that 73 per cent and 60 per cent of the pupils are under-
achievers according to grade placement and MAGE respectively. 
The a-transformation test or the d1fference between these two 
percentages proved it to be significant at the .05 level. This 
means that the percentage or pupils who are under-achievers in 
arithmetic according to graCl.e placement is significantly higher 
than the percentage of pupils who are under-achievers according 
to their MAGEs. The difference between percentages for par-
achievers and over-achievers on the two variables proved to be 
non-significant. 
Compa;ison sl reading ~ ;r~thm!t1g aehifY!mept 
aggQrdins 12 grade placement. A comparison of the percentage 
or pupils who are achieving at three levels in reading and 
arithmetic according to grade l'lacement is shown in TABLE XLVII. 
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With respect to grade placement 71 per cent, 15 per cent, and 
14 pe~ cent of the pupils are under-, par-, and. over-achievers 
respectively in reading. For arithmetic the corresponding 
percentages are 73 per cent, 14 per cent, and 13 per cent. None 
of the differences between percentages proved significant. This 
means that when achievement scores are related to grade place-
ment pupils do as well in reading as in arithmetic. 
Coa12m;;son, £.t ~eadY1i !1l4 arithmetic Ichlevemw 
acoordias 12 MAGE. In TABLE XLVIII is presented the data with 
reference to the percentage of'pupils who are 8.0hieTing at 
three levels in arithmetio according to their MAGEs. It is 
noted that 71 per cent ot the pupils are under-aohievers in 
reading and 60 per oent are so classified in arithmetic. Among 
par-achievers the peroentages are 11 per cent tor reading and 
18 per cent tor arithmetic. Among over-achievers the percent-
ages are 18 per cent for reading and 22 per cent for arithmetic. 
The z-transtormation test of the difference between 
percentages showed the difference for under-achievers to be 
significant at the .05 level. This meaa~ that, in terms of 
expeoted achievement as determined by the MAGE, the percentage 
of under-achievers in reading 1s significantly higher than the 
oorresponding percentage for arithmetic. The implication is 
that pupils tend to achieve better scores in arithmetic than in 
reading. 
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nYmlg£t- The data presented in this chapter indicated 
that the pupils are predominantly over-aged with respect to 
their grade placement. Of the 303 pupils used L~ this study. 
34 per cent were over-age, 14 per oent were par-age, and 2 per 
cent were under-age. 
Serious under-achievement exists in reading among the 
pupils used in this study. When reading achievement was com-
pared with grade placement it was found that 71 per cent were 
under-aohievers while 29 per cent were achieving soores in 
reading equal to or above their grade placement level. 
In like manner when arithmetio aohievement scores were 
related to grade placement. it was found that under-aohievement 
was extreme. Only 27 per cent of the pupils aehieyed arith-
metic scores equal to or above their grade placement level. 
while 73 per cent of the pupils received scores below their 
grade placement level. 
The comparative evidence ot actual achieve.ent in reading 
and expected achievement based on the MAGE showed that the 
pupils did not earn reading scores as predicted. With regard 
to actual achievement in reading in relation to the MAGE, 71 
per cent ot the pupils were under-achievers, II per cent were 
par-achievers. and 22 per cent were over-achievers. 
The difference between percentages of pupils who were 
under-. par-. and over-achievers in reading according to grade 
l'~3 
placement and MAGE proved to be non-significant. When arith-
metic was related to these two variablez the difference between 
percentagec for under-achievers proved to be sig:::J.ificant a·t the 
.05 level. There was more under-achievement in arithmetic 
according to grade placement than according to the MAGE. 
When the percentages of under-, par-. and over-achievers 
in reading and arithmetic were compared on the criterion of 
grade placement the difference between percentages at each of 
the three levels ot achievement proved to be non-significant. 
When a similar comparison wa.s made with the MAGE tiS the crite-
rion it was found that the percentage of under-achievers in 
reading was significantly higher than for arithmetic. 
It is obvious trom the data presented in this chapter 
that the pupils used in this study are seriously over-aged. 
They are under-achievers in reading and arithmetic, both in 
relation to grade plaeement and in terms ot the MAGE. Under-
achievement in arithmetic was not as serious in its extent as 
under-achievement in reading as determined by the MAGE. 
SUf1MARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
I. SU11.t1ll1ARY 
The problem with which this thesis dealt was that of 
analyzing the relationship of pupils' actual achievement in 
reading and arithmetic as compared with their predicted achieve-
ment in terms ot their MAGEs. A further task t<faa that of 
assessing the relationship ot the factors of mobility, grade 
placement. and the MAGE to under- t par- t and over-achievement 
in reading and in arithmetic. 
The analysis ot the data t\Tas carried out with t;he use ot 
correlations, the t-test. the F-test t tUld the z-tran.s format ion. 
The summary contained in this chapter is in relation to tho 
hypothep,eG stated in CHAPTER I wljich. are rest&ted here in the 
form" 
'1'11, re§SWs saRA- Are there signit'icant dit'.ferences 
between the means ot MAGEs and reading seores for eaoh grade? 
Data related to this question showed that, with the exception 
ot grades 8B and 8A t the means of I'IhGEs were significantly 
higher than the means ot reading scores at the .001 level tor 
grades 3B through GA. and at the .025 level for grade 7B. 
Are there signifioant ditferencesbetween the means of 
reading aohievement scores of pupils who are movers and non-
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movers? rnth the cxcep,tion of grade3 33 and 7B, the differences 
between mean:.; of the ~c"ading zcores of movers and non~movera 
were non-signific3....'"lt. For grade 3:3 the non-movers had, s, mean 
score sif311if'1crult1y higher than for movers at the .01 level. 
The non-movers in ~Tade 7B had a mew~ read1n~ score whieh was 
signif1ccilltly higher than the sco~e for movers at the .025 
level. 
:t:?c there significant Cliffe-renees be'l;ween the variances 
of reading scores and tUGEs? The variances of MAGEs tended. to 
be lower than the variances of ree.1ing scores. Differences 
between variances were non-significant for all grades except 
grades 3A, SB, and ?B, where the differences were significant 
beyond the .05 level. 
Are there significant differences between the variances 
or reading scores ot pupils who are mOYers and non-.overs? The 
variances of reading scores ot mOTers tended to be higher th.an 
the corresponding variances for non-movers at all grades except 
grade,s 3B. 3A. and 613. The differences between variances were 
non-signi£lcant tor all grades except grade 4B. In this 
instance the variance tor movers was significantl,. higher than 
tor non-mO"1'8rs. 
Is the correlation ot reading scores with MAGEs signifi-
cant? With the exceptions ot grades 5B. 8B. and SA, all 
correlations were found to be significant at the .05 level or 
beyond, Hor all pupils combined the correlation of .430 was 
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significant beyond the .01 level. 
Is there a significant difference between the correla-
tions of reading achievement scores with MAGEs of pupils who are 
movers and those who are non-movers? Generally the pupils 
grouped as non-movers showed higher correlations ot reading 
scores with MAGEs than was true ot corresponding eorrelations ot 
pupils grouped as ~-movers. The test of the difference 
between correlations showed that non-movers in grades 3A and SA 
had correlations which were significantly higher than for movers, 
and the correlation for movers in grade 5B was significantly 
higher than tor non-movers in this grade. The difference 
between total correlations proved non-significant. 
'like vitbJpet1g dati. Are there significant differenees 
between'the means ot MAGEs and arithmetic achievement scores for 
ea.ch grade? At each grade level the mean MAGE was higher than 
the mean arithmetic seore. However, the ditferences between 
means were non-significant for grades 8B and 8A, and was signifi-
cant at the .001 level for grades 3A and 6A. 
Are there significant differences between the means ot 
reading achievement seores ot pupils who are movers and non-
movers? With the exception of grades ,B and 'lB. the differences 
etween means of the reading scores of movers and non-movers 
were non-significant. For grade 3B the non-movers had a mean 
score signifieantlJr higher than for movers at the .01 level. The 
on-movers in grade 7B had a mean reading score which was signi-
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ficantly higher than the score for movers at the .025 level. 
~ . 
. Are there significant diff.'erencei;1 betl"ll'oen the variances 
ot a.rithm~t1c scores and. MAGEs? The variances of the T1AGE were 
lower than the variances of arithmetic scores for all grades 
except 8A. The variances tended -to increase with increase in 
grade level. The a.1tta:rences bet1'leen variances were .found to 
be non-significant at all grade levels. 
Are there significant differences between the variances 
,of arithmetic seores ot puplln who are movers and non-movers? 
The variances were higher tor non-mOvers tor grades 3A and SA. 
The differences between variances were non-significant. 
Is the correlation of a.rithnletie scores with RAGEs Signi-
ficant? The correlation of arithmetic seores with MAGEs 
prove. to be signifioant beyond the .01 level tor &).1 grades 
exoept grade aD, where it was on17 .10. The eorrelation for all 
pupils combined was .565 wbuhwas significant be7o.ud the .001 
1ne1. 
Is there a signiticant 41fterenee bet ••• n 'bhe correla-
t1 ... ".' uithaetic scoree with MAGis ot pupils ... pe ...... 1"S 
and _. __ overs? Pupila sroupe4 88 moven had h1lh4f" O,o~l.­
t10N Or arlthDletlc 8core8 with MAGEs than non-movers at all 
grade levels except grade SA. ~. dittersace b ••••• n .orrela-
t1008 was non-signifioant at all grade 1.v.1s. !he 41fterenee 
between the total correlation .u also ••• -sl.gnitlO4llt. < 
~ extc;!lt ~ ypr!igr-. IK!r-. ~ 2yej£'""~chievcme~. Does 
the percent1J.2)c of pupil:; who a:1:'O undGr-. :par- t a.t"1.d ovor-
achiever;::; in readme:; Flccord oj ::1\2; to grad.e plz.cemen-o; differ ::::ig..J.i-
!'icantly !."rom the corr'3sponding pcy·ce.nt~e of pupils who are 
achievlllS at the corresponding levelz acc~rdinG to ~~4GE~? Vith 
recpect to b'Tade plac'3ment 71 :per corJ.t o:t~ -tho ,P:lpils were 
under-achievers, 15 pOl" centi t-o"cre par-achievers t a.i.l.d. 14 per 
cent were over-achievers. '!,.,'ith respect to the MAGE 71 per cent 
or the pupils ,,'tere undel.-achievers t 11 per cent were par-
achievers, and 18. per cent were over-achievers. The differ-
ences between percentages on corresponding lev&ls proved to be 
non-significant. 
Does the percentage of pupils who are under-, par-, and 
over---achj.0vers in reading according to grade placement difter 
significantly from the corresponding percentage of pupils who 
are achieving at the corresponding levels in arithmetic accord-
ing to grade plaoement? The percentage of pupils who were 
under-. par- t and over-achievers in reading according to grade 
placement did not vary significantly from the percentage ot 
pupils who were achieving at correspOnding levels in arithmetic 
according to grade placement. 
Does the peroentage of' pupils who are under-. par-, and 
over-achievers in reading aocording to MAGEe differ significant 
trom the corresponding percentage of pupils who are aehieY1ng at 
corresponding levels in arithmetic according to MAGEe? !he 
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a.naqsls of: the data ShOi>(<;d that 71 per cent of the pupils t'lere 
under-achievers in read;ng aecording to the ~\GE and 50 per 
cent of thG !JUpj_l:1 a.re under-a.chievers in arithmetic accord:~'13 
to the MAGE. The difference bet"t,een the~e t'fO percentages 
proved to be significant at the .05 level. The differenco 
b,etween the percantage~ at the other t\,10 levols of achievement 
nhowed non-sisnificanee. 
The majority or the :pupils used in this stud;r were 
under-achievers both in terms of their grade plaeement and in 
terms ot MAGEs. V1th respect to gra.de placement ?l per cent 
I 
were under-achievers in, reading and 7' per cent were under-
achievers 1n arithmetic. With reference to the KlGE 71 per 
cent were under-achievers in reading and 60 per cent were 
under-achievers in arithmetic. 
II. CO!fOLUSIONS 
The analysis of the data indicated that the pupils used 
in this study were not achieving acores in read1ng and arith-
metio aocording to thea lU.GEs. Both median and .. 411 HAGEe 
were S$ner811~ higher than corresponding medians and means tor 
rea41:o.g and arith1aet1c at all grade 1e,,"la. Over-apdll ••• w .. 
app,.,...t at all grade levels. \ 
The trends or the median and mean scores in both read1ng 
and ar1thlletic were hip.» tor pupils grouped as nOlll"lI~ve,r. 
than tor pupils grouped as IlOYers. On the bas1.$ of the m.4-... 
the tol1ow~ne conclusions seem justified. (1) There wa€ a 
soores ~d ~AGEs. (3) Fup11 ~obility 1id not affect achleve-
ment in :':'3ad.in.;:; and arit!1metlc s1..GllLrica::'1'tly. r10vers a~hieved 
as \\fel1 e.s non-movers. (l~) Achievement ;;wl)r~s in read1n3 were 
elGnl!lcantlylower tha~ ~redlcted by the ~~GE. (5) Aehieva-
meat .~ores in arithmetic were significantly lowe~ than pre-
dicted by the MAGE. (6) The MAGE was a ~oor pre4!ctor of 
pupil e.chiavem~nt.· 
One limitation of this study Watl! the smallsam,Ple size 
tor non-movera tor 90llte of the gradas. Yh11e J!lediana and means 
achievement scores tended to be higher for non-movers. the dif-
ferences in mea.na proved non-3ignificaD.t. It 10 possible that 
6. larger sample or non-movers might have produced dU'terent 
results. 
A second limitation of this study was its being confined 
to one school. An adequate evaluation of the t1AGE as a ]!re-
dietor of achievement requires t it 1'lould seem, a larger number 
of schools re:presenting several soeio-econotdc groups. The 
pupils used in this study were from a low 30eio-eeonomic group, 
a factor in their achievement which could not be evaluated in 
thi~ study. 
There are many variables related to pup1l achieTement. 
Among these are .ot1va~t home environmeat, and pupil-teacher 
1,1 
relatiors'hi:ps. Puri1s not highly mo-bivated at the time of test-
ine; ll'Ou1d. not be cxrccted to do [;,8 ',.'ell uz :pupils ... ·"ho were 
hiGhly !!otivut0d.. Simile.rly, PU1,il; froE::. ~ home "'.ihich is 
impoverished intellectua.lly are CC.ndiCl8.te:3 f'orunder-achieve-
ment. 
On the other hand., the quer:;-';;iol'l of ".-:hether the .r~GE i8 
s_n over-predic'tor of achievem.ent was not asked nor answered in 
this study. There are errore in both the ~rGdictor variable as 
well a.!3 the mca3uremel'lt or achievement score variable. A con-
trolled study in which as m~ errors as poscible are accounted 
tor is needed for the proper eValuation of the MAGE as a pre-
dictor of achievement. 
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APPENDIX A 
DATA GNrHERING AND SOltTING INSTRUMENTS 
Room No. Grade ___ _ Date __ _ 
Date 
of L~ I1A GE MAGE READ ARITH CA No. of 
Name Birth SCORE . SCORE Moves,_ 
r 
Na.Irla Room No. 
----------------------
----
CA ( ) ______ CAGE~ ___ _ R 
-----
MA ( ) _____ G P ____ _ A 
---
IQ Moves 
---------- ------
, MAGE Sex 
-------- --------
6. 
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FORMULAS 
(Uncorrelated data) 
1.. 
correlated data. where 2:: J.. ::: 
1.. ~D1 (£D) 
L.... - tv ' The l-1 is the 
number of pairs and D is the 
difference between the scores 
for each pair. 
~est of difference between two correlations for uncorrelated 
S V-'- I: data: Dz. ~ u~-5 +- Ul'lz. -3 
Test of the difference between two proportions or two 
percentages: 
SD ~ V p, ~ r P:z- fr~ 
P Nt N'2. 
7. F -. 
s~ 
~ 
where Sl = the larger of two 
).. 
z.... variances and S2 .. the smaller 
of two variances. 
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